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Executive Summary 
 
The primary water supply for the City of Portland and its wholesale customers is the Bull Run 
watershed.  The watershed is located within the Mt. Hood National Forest in east Multnomah 
and Clackamas counties, Oregon. The system serves a population of about 831,000.  
Approximately 57% of water sales are retail customers within the city of Portland; the remaining 
43% is supplied to wholesale customers comprised of 22 cities and water districts.  The intake 
for the Bull Run supply system is located at River Mile 6.2 on the Bull Run River, about 26 
miles east of downtown Portland.  The geographic area providing water to the intake (defined as 
the “drinking water protection area”) is the 102-square mile watershed of the Bull Run River and 
its tributaries.  The Bull Run is an unfiltered source that complies with all state and federal 
regulations for source water quality, treatment techniques, and source water monitoring.     
 
The Bull Run watershed has a long history of source water protection, beginning with 
establishment of the Bull Run Reserve in 1892.  The fact that the original Reserve boundary 
included not only the 102 square mile water-supply drainage, but an additional 117 square miles 
of land surrounding the drainage illustrates the importance placed on source protection by the 
founders of the Bull Run supply system.  At the request of the City, Congress strengthened 
protection of the Reserve in 1904 by enacting the Bull Run Trespass Act, which prohibited 
grazing and other land uses that were not protective of the forest.   Public Law 95-200, passed in 
1977, modified the boundary of the Reserve, renamed the area as the Bull Run Management 
Unit, required the Forest Service to establish water quality standards for the source water, and 
reiterated that the primary purpose of the area was to serve as a source of high-quality, raw water 
for the City of Portland and its wholesale customers.   Amendments to P.L. 95-200 were passed 
by Congress in 1996 and 2001 that placed a general prohibition on timber management  and 
expanded the size of the Unit to incorporate all federal land that drains to the Bull Run River.   
 
The Bull Run watershed is also afforded extensive protections through administrative rules and 
policies established by the Forest Service and the City of Portland.  Federal land within the 
watershed is closed to public use under a Forest Service administrative closure order. City-
owned land within the Bull Run Management Unit is closed to public entry by City ordinances. 
The City and the Forest Service have had a long-standing policy for no use of chemicals or 
fertilizers in the watershed.  The City conducts an extensive water quality monitoring program 
for the reservoirs and tributary streams in order to detect short- and long-term changes in source 
water quality.  The combination of legislative land-use restrictions, administrative protections 
afforded by the Northwest Forest Plan, the public closure policy, application of best management 
practices, and monitoring have created a framework that arguably places the Bull Run among the 
most protected water sources in the nation.   
 
The DEQ/DHS guidance manual for source water assessments recommends that a 1000 foot  
wide sensitive area be delineated around water bodies associated with the intake and all 
perennial tributary streams.  The Portland Water Bureau has elected to designate the entire 102 
square-mile watershed upstream of the Bull Run system intake as a sensitive area.   
 
Because of the stringent protections afforded by past and present legislation, administrative 
plans, and policies, there are no anthropogenic sources of microbial contaminants, inorganic 
chemicals, volatile organic chemicals, or synthetic organic chemicals in the Bull Run water 
source.  The only contaminants of concern for the Bull Run source are naturally occurring 
sources of microbial contaminants such as Giardia lamblia, Cryptosporidium, fecal coliform 
bacteria and total coliform bacteria.   These organisms are found in virtually all freshwater 
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ecosystems and are present in the Bull Run supply.  Sources of Giardia cysts and fecal coliform 
bacteria in the Bull Run watershed are generally limited to warm blooded wildlife species such 
as deer, elk, cougar, bobcat, black bear, beaver, and muskrat.  Sources of Cryptosporidium 
oocysts include most mammalian wildlife species as well as several bird species.  The Water 
Bureau and its primary partner in the Bull Run source protection program, the Forest Service, 
have no control over these natural sources of microbial contaminants.  Total coliform bacteria 
are found throughout the terrestrial and aquatic environment and are not associated with any 
current or previous land uses in the Bull Run.   The Bull Run supply has consistently complied 
with all applicable state and federal regulations for source water under the SDWA, including the 
1989 Surface Water Treatment Rule filtration-avoidance criteria.   
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Introduction 
 
The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) amendments of 1996, P.L. 104-182, included a 
requirement for state primacy agencies to develop and implement an EPA-approved source water 
assessment program (SWAP) for all public water systems in the state.   The legislation required 
that source water protection programs: 1) delineate the boundaries of the assessment areas within 
the state from provide the source of drinking water for public water systems, and 2) identify the 
origin of contaminants regulated under the Safe Drinking Water Act (or any unregulated 
contaminants selected at the discretion of the states, that may present a threat to public health) to 
determine the susceptibility of public water systems within the delineated areas.   The 1996 
SDWA amendments require that source water assessments be made available to the public.   
 
EPA developed guidance for implementing source water assessment and protection programs in 
1997 (EPA, 1997).  The Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) and the 
Department of Human Services (DHS, formerly known as the Oregon Health Division) jointly 
developed a guidance manual for source water assessments in 1999 (DEQ and DHS, 1999).    
Oregon’s guidance manual for addressing the SWAP requirements was developed with 
assistance of a 19-member Drinking Water Protection Advisory Committee comprised of 
representatives from water utilities, local and federal agencies; and non-governmental 
organizations.  A six-member Technical Advisory Team comprised of state and federal agency 
representatives met in conjunction with the citizens’ advisory committee to develop the source 
water assessment methodology and provide input on resources that can provided by their 
agencies. 
 
Source water assessments are required for each of the 2,656 public water systems in Oregon.   
About 90% of these are groundwater systems drawing water from wells or springs, and 10% are 
surface water systems with intakes on streams, rivers, lakes, and reservoirs.   DEQ and DHS will 
complete source water assessments for most of the systems in the state because the smaller and 
medium sized systems that comprise most of the 2,656 public water systems generally lack the 
necessary technical resources to prepare the reports.  However, most of the larger systems in the 
state are preparing their own source water assessments because they have sufficient staff and 
resources to complete the assessments.   The source water assessment for the Bull Run water 
supply was prepared by the Portland Water Bureau.   
 
The source water assessment methodology developed by DEQ and DHS is tiered to Section 132 
of the 1996 Safe Drinking Water Act Amendments and the 1997 EPA guidance document.  
Oregon’s methodology for developing source water protection programs for public water 
supplies is illustrated in Figure 1.  The source water assessment represents the first phase of a 
two-stage process to develop a source protection program.  The first step in the source water 
assessment process is delineation of the “drinking water protection area.”  The second step 
consists of an inventory of potential sources of contamination.  The third step of the source water 
assessment is a determination of the water supply’s susceptibility to sources of contamination.  
 
The second phase of developing a source protection program is the protection phase (Figure 1).   
These steps are strongly encouraged by EPA and the state, but are not required by the SDWA or 
state regulations and are therefore considered to be voluntary.  The state’s recommended 
approach for the protection phase is to: 1) assemble a drinking water protection team to augment 
the staff resources of the water utility, 2) develop a drinking water protection plan that defines 
specific land use controls and best management practices for the source area, 3) obtain 
certification of the plan by DEQ, and 4) implement the plan.   
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As noted in the Summary and Recommendations section of the report, the extensive protections 
provided to the Bull Run source through a combination of federal legislation, administrative 
plans, and federal and City policies collectively comprise a protection plan that far exceeds the 
state’s recommendations for a voluntary-based source protection program. 
 

Background  
 
The primary water supply for the City of Portland and its wholesale customers is the Bull Run 
watershed.  The system serves a population of about 831,000 persons. Approximately 57% of the 
annual demand is retail customers within the city of Portland; the remaining 43% is supplied to 
wholesale customers comprised of 22 cities and water districts.   
 
The Bull Run water-supply drainage is located within the Mt. Hood National Forest in 
Multnomah and Clackamas counties (Figure 2).   The intake for the Bull Run water supply is the 
Headworks, located at River Mile 6.2 on the Bull Run River, approximately 26 miles east of 
downtown Portland. The Bull Run supply is located within the Bull Run/Little Sandy watershed, 
a “fifth field” watershed (Hydrologic Unit Code 1708000104) that is part of the Sandy River 
basin in the Western Cascades physiographic province.  About 95 percent of the watershed is 
federally owned and managed by the U.S. Forest Service; four percent of the watershed is owned 
by the City of Portland, and one percent is federally owned and managed by the Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM).  
 
The source area for the Bull Run system intake is 102 square miles.   The elevation of the source 
area ranges from 755 feet at the Headworks diversion dam to 4,750 feet at Buck Peak on the 
watershed’s northeastern boundary.    The geology of the Bull Run basin is dominated by basalt 
and andesite.  The lowermost rocks exposed in the basin consist of Miocene Columbia River 
basalt, which are exposed in the bottom of steep inner canyons of the Bull Run River and parts 
of its major tributaries.  In the western half of the watershed, the Columbia River basalt is 
overlain by pyroclastic flows and mudflow breccias, tuffs, and andesites of the Rhododendron 
Formation.  Flows of Pliocene and Quaternary-age and basaltic and andesite overlie these 
formations throughout the watershed.  Volcanic breccias and minor intrusions are also present, 
including areas of thick talus in the eastern part of the watershed above 2,500 feet (Beaulieu, 
1974).   Evidence of glaciation in the watershed is limited to elevations above 2,600 feet and 
generally on north facing drainages.    
 
Topography varies from low-relief lava flow surfaces to steep walled canyons.  Most of the 
west-dipping lava flows have been incised by down-cutting streams.  Only about 12% of the 
watershed has slope angles greater than 50%.  Shultz (1980) mapped landslide areas in the Bull 
Run and developed a two-tiered hazard rating for shallow landslides (debris slides and debris 
flows) and deep-seated landslides (slump-earthflows).  Areas that were rated as high hazard for 
either shallow or deep-seated landslides comprise only 1.7 percent of the watershed.   
 
The climate of the Bull Run watershed is typical of the western Oregon Cascades.  Seasonal 
moist, cool storms bring an area-weighted average of 135 inches of precipitation to the basin.  
Precipitation ranges from 80 inches at Headworks to as much as 170 inches on the northern rim 
of the watershed.  About 70% of the annual precipitation occurs between November and April.  
The dominant form of precipitation in the Bull Run watershed is rain because of the watershed’s 
low to moderate elevation and west-slope Cascade location.  The watershed is densely forested 
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with evergreen conifers.  The dominant tree species in the basin are Douglas fir, western 
hemlock, western red cedar, Pacific silver fir, and noble fir.    
 
The Bull Run watershed is closed to public entry, has no development, and has a long history of 
source protection.  The inception of the source protection program occurred in 1892 when 
President Benjamin Harrison signed a proclamation which declared the Bull Run area as a 
national Forest Reserve.  The original Reserve boundary included not only the 102 square mile 
water-supply drainage, but an additional 117 square miles of land surrounding the drainage – a 
visionary action that essentially served as both a delineation of the drinking water protection area 
and an early framework for the source protection program.  In 1904, Congress strengthened 
protection of the Reserve by enacting the Bull Run Trespass Act.  The Act clarified that grazing 
of domestic animals was prohibited in the Reserve and that entry to the area was limited to only 
employees of the Portland Water Board (the predecessor agency to the Portland Water Bureau), 
the state, and federal forest managers for protection of the water supply.  
 
Public Law 95-200, enacted in 1977, revised the boundary of the federally protected area for the 
Bull Run (henceforth designated as the Bull Run Management Unit) to 143 square miles, 
required the Forest Service to develop ambient-based water quality standards for the basin, and 
clarified that the primary purpose of the Unit was to provide a source of high quality water for 
the City of Portland and its wholesale customers.  Although about 16% of the watershed was 
clearcut-logged between 1958 and 1993, stringent controls have always been in place for 
sanitation, petroleum spill prevention, and erosion control.  
 
In order to strengthen long-term, legislative protections for the Bull Run water supply, Congress 
included language in the Oregon Resources Conservation Act of 1996 that placed a prohibition 
on all Forest Service timber harvest in the Bull Run water supply drainage, except for incidental 
harvest necessary to protect water quality or for construction, maintenance and operation of 
water supply facilities and hydroelectric facilities.  Congress expanded this protection in 2001 
through passage of the Little Sandy Protection Act.  This legislation expanded the Bull Run 
Management Unit by approximately four square miles and extended the logging prohibitions to 
all federal lands within the 143 square-mile Management Unit.     
 
The federal forest plan that includes the Bull Run area provides a second, administrative layer of 
protections for the watershed that augments the legislative protections.  In 1994, the Northwest 
Forest Plan designated most of the Bull Run water supply drainage as a Late Successional 
Reserve (LSR) for protection of the spotted owl and other late-successional dependent species.  
The LSR land-use classification and application of restrictive standards and guidelines for 
Riparian Reserves (210 ft. buffers bordering lakes, reservoirs, and perennial streams) in the 
Northwest Forest Plan placed extensive administrative controls on timber harvest and other land 
uses on federal land in the Bull Run watershed. 
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Delineation of the Protection Area  
 
The delineation of the source area or the “drinking water protection area” is a fundamental aspect 
of the assessment of a public water system.  A map of the drinking water protection area 
provides the community with the knowledge of the geographic area that provides the source of 
water that drains to the intake.  Information about the drinking water protection area allows the 
water supplier and the community they serve to develop management strategies that will have 
the most impact on protecting the source of their drinking water. 
 
As noted earlier, a protection area for the Bull Run water supply was essentially delineated in 
1892 when the Bull Run Reserve was established.   For purposes of the source water assessment 
requirements of the 1996 Safe Drinking Water Act amendments, delineation of the drinking 
water protection area for the Bull Run is shown in Figure 1.  The source area is 102 square miles 
and ranges from an elevation of 755 ft. at the Headworks diversion dam to 4,750 feet on the 
northeastern boundary of the watershed.  Delineation of the protection area was derived 
electronically using a Geographic Information System (GIS).  The Portland Water Bureau 
obtained a copy of the GIS file for the Bull Run water supply drainage boundary that was 
originally developed by the Mt. Hood National Forest for the Bull Run Watershed Analysis 
(USDA Forest Service, 1997). The watershed boundary was created by digitizing the drainage 
area from GIS contour layers.  Minor modifications were made to the Bull Run watershed GIS 
file by the Water Bureau in order to correct inaccuracies in the source area boundary in the 
vicinity of Bull Run Dam No. 2 and Headworks. 

 
Identification of Sensitive Areas 
 
The DEQ/DHS guidance manual for source water assessments recommends that once the entire 
boundary of the source area is delineated, that “sensitive areas” be also identified and delineated 
within the watershed.   The purpose of the sensitive-area delineation is to prioritize a subset of 
the watershed for the contaminant inventory and protection strategies in order to focus efforts on 
the portion of the source area that is most susceptible to contamination.  
 
For purposes of the source water assessment, the Portland Water Bureau has elected to designate 
the entire 102 square-mile watershed upstream of the intake as a sensitive area.   The rationale 
for this designation is that the entire watershed is considered to be a source area for wildlife-
related sources of microbial contaminants.   

Inventory of Potential Contaminant Sources 
 
The primary purpose of the inventory is to identify and locate significant potential sources of 
any of the contaminants of concern within the drinking water protection area.  Significant 
potential sources of contamination can be defined as any facility or activity that stores, uses, or 
produces the contaminants of concern and has a sufficient likelihood of releasing such 
contaminants to the environment at levels that could contribute significantly to the concentration 
of these contaminants in the source waters of the public water supply.   
 
Because of the Bull Run watershed’s long history of protection afforded by stringent legislative 
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and administrative land-use controls, there are no past or present anthropogenic sources of  
microbials, bacteriologicals, inorganic chemicals, volatile organic chemicals, or synthetic 
organic chemicals in the Bull Run water source.  
 
In the context of the source water assessment, the only contaminants of concern for the Bull Run 
source are naturally microbial contaminants such as Giardia lamblia, Cryptosporidium, fecal 
coliform bacteria and total coliform bacteria.   These organisms are found in virtually all 
freshwater ecosystems and are present in the Bull Run supply at very low levels.   The sources of 
Giardia cysts and fecal coliform bacteria in the Bull Run watershed are limited to warm-blooded 
wildlife species such as deer, elk, cougar, bobcat, black bear, beaver, and muskrat. Sources of 
Cryptosporidium oocysts include most mammalian wildlife species as well as several bird 
species.  Total coliform bacteria are found throughout the terrestrial and aquatic environment and 
are not associated with any current or previous land uses in the Bull Run. The Bull Run supply 
has consistently complied with all applicable state and federal regulations for source water under 
the SDWA, including the 1989 Surface Water Treatment Rule filtration-avoidance criteria. 
 
The Bull Run supply has naturally occurring, low levels of regulated inorganic ions and metals 
such as nitrate-N, barium, and fluoride, and unregulated chemicals such as radon and sodium.  
Concentrations of regulated variables at the raw water intake are well below their respective 
MCLs.  Levels of unregulated contaminants are far below concentrations that pose a health 
concern.  As noted earlier, there are no management-related sources of these or other regulated 
and unregulated contaminants in the Bull Run watershed.    
 

Susceptibility Analysis 
 
The state’s source water assessment methodology defines susceptibility determination  as “the 
potential for a public water system to draw water contaminated by inventoried sources within 
their drinking water protection area at concentrations that would pose concern” (DEQ and OHD, 
1999).  Whether or not a particular drinking water source becomes contaminated depends on 
three major factors: 1) the occurrence of a facility or land use that releases contamination, 2) the 
location of the release, and 3) the hydrologic and/or soil characteristics in the watershed that 
allow the transport of the contaminants to the surface water body. 
 
As noted in the Inventory section of the report, the Bull Run source has no facilities or land uses 
– past or present -- that constitute a source of contaminants to the water supply.  Thus, the Bull 
Run has no susceptibility for anthropogenic sources of contamination. The only contaminants of 
concern for the Bull Run source are naturally microbial contaminants such as Giardia, 
Cryptosporidium, fecal coliform bacteria and total coliform bacteria.  Wildlife species such as 
deer, elk , cougar, bobcat, black bear, beaver, and muskrat are potential source of microbial 
contaminants.  In the mid-1980’s, the Water Bureau constructed a fence around the Headworks 
diversion pool to prevent beaver, musrat, and other mammalian sources of microbial 
contaminants from having direct contact with the intake system water body.  However, there are 
no additional steps that the Water Bureau and its partner agencies in the Bull Run source 
protection program can take to control these natural sources of microbial contaminants.  
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Summary and Recommendations 
 
This report fulfills the state and federal regulatory requirements under the 1996 Safe Drinking 
Water Act to conduct a source water assessment for the Bull Run water source.   The delineation 
section of the report identified that the intake for the Bull Run supply is located at River Mile 6.2 
on the Bull Run River, approximately 26 miles east of downtown Portland.  The drinking water 
protection area for the Bull Run water supply is comprised of a 102 square-mile area upstream of 
the intake.  Ownership of the drinking water protection area is comprised of U.S. Forest Service 
land managed by Mt. Hood National Forest (95%), City of Portland land (4%), and BLM land 
(1%).   
 
The watershed boundary delineation for the report was performed using GIS methods.  The 
water-supply drainage GIS file was initially developed by the Mt. Hood National Forest and was 
modified by the Portland Water Bureau to refine the accuracy of the boundary in the vicinity of 
Bull Run Dam No. 2 and the Headworks.   From a practical, historical perspective, a protection 
boundary for the Bull Run source was essentially first delineated in 1892 when the 219 square-
mile Bull Run Reserve was established by a Presidential proclamation.  A series of federal 
administrative and legislative actions since 1892 have modified the name and geographic 
boundary of the Bull Run protected area to form the current Bull Run Management Unit, a 143 
square-mile area is closed to public access and has strict controls on forest land uses.  City-
owned land within the Bull Run Management Unit is closed to public entry by City ordinances.   
 
The Water Bureau has elected to designate the entire 102 square-mile drainage upstream of the 
Bull Run supply intake as a sensitive area for purposes of the source water assessment.   The 
only contaminants of concern for the Bull Run source are naturally occurring microbial 
contaminants such as Giardia, Cryptosporidium, fecal coliform, and total coliform bacteria.  The 
source of these contaminants are wildlife species that reside in and migrate through the 
watershed.  Because of the protection afforded to the Bull Run by a combination of federal 
legislation, regulations, administrative plans, and Forest Service/City of Portland policies, there 
are no human-related sources of regulated or unregulated contaminants of concern.  The Bull 
Run water system has no susceptibility to human sources of regulated or unregulated 
contaminants of concern and complies with all state and federal requirements for source water 
quality, treatment techniques, and source water monitoring regulated under the SDWA.    
 
No additional amendments to legislative protections for the Bull Run Management Unit are 
being proposed at this time.  The wide array of protections provided to the Bull Run source by 
legislation, administrative plans, and federal and City policies collectively comprise a protection 
plan that far exceeds the state’s recommendations for a voluntary-based source protection 
program.   Nevertheless, the City of Portland and the Forest Service continue to strive for 
incremental improvements in the source protection program for the watershed and have 
embarked on an effort to update their Memorandum of Understanding.  The updated agreement 
is scheduled for adoption in 2006 and will redefine the roles and responsibilities of the two 
agencies in an effort to guarantee effective stewardship of this precious resource well into the 
21st century.  
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Figure 2.  Drinking Water Protection Area for the Bull Run Water Supply. 
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Section 1 - Introduction 

The City of Portland Water Bureau provides drinking water to nearly one-fourth of 
Oregon's population, including Portland residents and 19 suburban cities and water 
districts. The city's primary drinking water supply comes from Bull Run, located 
approximately 26 miles east of Portland within the Mt. Hood National Forest. Bull 
Run is an unfiltered rain-fed system that provides exceptional water quality to the 
region. The Portland region also relies on wells from the Columbia South Shore Well 
Field for emergency and seasonal augmentation water supply. The city has developed 
a Wellhead Protection Program and is voluntarily requesting certification for its 
protection program. · 

The Well Field, A Crlllcal Back-up Supply 

The Columbia South Shore Well Field (CSSWF) is the second-largest developed water 
source in the state, and the largest developed groundwater source. It is located just 
south of the Columbia River, east of Portland International Airport and west of 
Fairview. Water is drawn from 27 wells in three aquifers spread over five square miles 
(Table 1 and Figure 1-1). The combined capacity of the well field is 95 million gallons 
per day (mgd). 

Table 1 -1 .  CSSWF Production Wells 
Well Number Location T/R/S0 Aquifer Drilled Depth (ft)b 

1 N/2E/24 SGAc 531 
2 1 N/2E/24 SGA 538 
3 1 N/3E/19 TSAd 317 
4 1 N/3E/19 SGA 534 
5 1 N/3E/19 TSA 340 
6 1 N/2E/13 SGA 568 
7 1 N/3E/20 SGA 450 
8 1 N/3E/20 SGA 450 
9 1 N/3E/19 SGA 495 

10 1N/2E/24 TSA 375 
11 I N/2E/14 SGA 585 
12 1 N/3E/21 BLA• 123 
13 1 N/3E/21 BLA 169 
14 1 N/3E/20 .SGA 361 
15 1 N/3E/19 TSA 287 
16 1 N/2E/24 SGA 560 

17b1 1 N/3E/21 BLA 165 
18 1 N/3E/21 BLA 193 
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Table 1 -1 .  CSSWF Production Wells 

Well Number Location T/R/S0 

19 l N/3E/21 

26 1 N/2E/l5 

28 l N/2E/l5 

29 1 N/2E/l5 

34 1 N/2E/l5 

35 1 N/2E/l5 

36 l N/3E/l9 

37 l N/2E/l5 

38 l N/2E/23 

Total 

Source: Well Data SS.040406 PE update.xis 

0 T/R/S- Township, range, section 

•tt-feet 

csGA sand and gravel aquifer 

" TSA Troutdale sandstone aquifer 

0BLA Blue Lake aquifer 

DRAFT CSSWF Protection Program Certification 

Aquifer Drilled Depth (ft)• 

BLA 118 

TSA 457 

TSA 431 

TSA 457 

SGA 667 

SGA 624 

SGA 521 

SGA 623 

SGA 635 

'Well 17 is rarely used due to high manganese concentrations in the aquifer. 

CSSWF groundwater is used as an emergency backup supply for the more than 
800,000 Oregonians served by the Bull Run supply (including Portland retail and 
wholesale customers). Groundwater from CSSWF also augments the Bull Run system 
during the summer demand season when needed. Since 1985, the well field has been 
used six times during Bull Run turbidity events and thirteen times to augment 
summer supply (Table 2). 
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Table 2-1.  Use of  fhe CSSWF Since 1 985 

Average dally 
Days production Range of daily Reason for groundwater 

Start dale used (in mgd)0 use (In mgd)0 use 

September 28, 2007 13 33.3 18.3-36.4 Supply Supplement 

June 25, 2007 60 24 7.7-87/1 Supply Supplement 

November 7, 2006 14 78.6 27.8-92.2 Turbidity 

August 14, 2006 78 46 4.5-72 Supply Supplement 

July 27,2004 29 36 35-38 Supply supplement 

January 29, 2004 4 18.4 18.4 Turbidity 

July 22, 2003 63 58.8 20.8-72.6 Supply supplement 

October 8, 2001 12 38.7 6.9-45.8 Supply supplement 

August 9, 2000 41 29.6 10.0--36.0 Supply supplement 

November 25, 1999 19 78.9 19.0--89.0 Flood and turbidity in Bull 
Run supply 

December 28, 1998 5 86.4 29.0--93.6 Turbidity (rain on snow 
event) 

September 4, 1996 27 27.7 13.0--31 Supply supplement 

February 7, 1996 8 61.5 4.9-86.6 Flood and turbidity in Bull 
Run supply 

November 28, 1995 27 25.4 5.1-29.8 Landslide in Bull Run 
watershed 

August 2, 1994 73 26 2.0 - 36 Supply supplement 

August 17, 1992 45 23 17.0--30 Supply supplement 

August 7, 1990 23 9.6 4.7-14 Supply supplement 

September 4, 1987 88 60 28.0--86 Supply supplement 

February 25, 1986 22 ·49 21.0--84 Turbidity in Bull Run supply 

July 20, 1985 19 21 21.0 Supply supplement 

amgd = million gallons a day 

The Columbia South Shore is an ideal location for a secondary source of water due to 
its proximity to the metropolitan area and access to more than 95 mgd of water. In 
addition, the well field has a different set of vulnerabilities than Bull Run, the city's 
primary surface water source. For example, the well field is not affected by turbidity, 
forest fires, and landslides. 
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Development of the well field started in 1975; by 1985, 26 wells had been developed. 
The wells began serving drinking water customers for the first time in the suminer of ( 
1985. 

A History of Protection 

The City of Portland Water Bureau has been working with other bureaus and 
stakeholders to protect water quality in the CSSWF since 1987 when City Council 
adopted the Columbia South Shore Water Quality Plan. In 1988 City Council adopted 
water quality amendments to the Columbia South Shore Plan District requiring. 
specific actions to protect groundwater; The ensuing program prohibited some uses in 
the -..:veil field and required building permit reviews in the plan district to foster water 
quality protection. In addition, high-risk uses required a Water Quality Impact 
Review. 

The original program only affected new development and re-development in the 
portions. of the well field inside the City of Portland and within the Columbia South 
Shore Plan District. The original program restricted some uses in the plan district 
(such as gas stations and wood-preserving facilities) and focused on containment. 
Several limitations in the program led to a stakeholder process for creating the new 
program in place today. Limitations to the old program included the following: 

• An insufficient protection area based on urban renewal district and political 
boundaries, not based on the areas contributing groundwater to supply wells 
(known as "capture zones") 

• The inclusion of key geographic areas in Gresham and Fairview to fully protect 
the groundwater resource 

• Lack of reporting, inspection, and enforcement requirements 
• A mechanism to bring existing non-conforming businesses into compliance 

Development ot New Program 

In February 2000 a stakeholder group was convened to develop a program that 
addressed deficiencies in the original program. The Water Bureau developed a risk 
model and groundwater flow model to inform the discussion and provide a basis for 
decision-making. 

The goals of the new program were the following: 

• Address deficiencies in the original program by including the entire capture zone 
which encompasses portions of Gresham and Fairview 

• Reduce risk with existing businesses (non-conforming uses) 

• Use the stakeholder process to develop a successful program 
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A CSSWF Wellhead Protection Coordinating Committee-comprising citizen, 
industry, and government representatives-formed to work on developing the 
updated program. In addition to the Coordinating Committee, a business and industry 
technical working group helped develop the regulatory component of the program. 
(See Section 7 and associated attachments for a list of members of the Committee and 
working groups.) The effort was successful in creating a consistent protection 
program among all jurisdictions within the protection area. The cities of Fairview and 
Gresham adopted the Columbia South Shore Well Field Wellhead Protection 
Program (CSSW WPP) in late 2002; Portland adopted the program in July 2003 (see 
Responsible Management Authorities on page 7) . 

. The riew protection program relies on operational and structural improvements to 
minimize risks to groundwater. Requirements are triggered by the quantities of 
chemicals used and apply to both new and existing businesses. Businesses are 
inspected every two years and are required to report chemical use annually. 

Portland and its wholesale customers have relied on groundwater as a component of 
supply many times for a variety of reasons. On four occasions groundwater was the 
only source of water (February 1996, December 1998, November 1999, and November 
2006) when storms forced temporary shut-downs of the Bull Run Watershed due to 
elevated turbidity levels. 

The protection area is primarily zoned industrial, commercial, and residential with 
some agricultural land. Industry dominates the area north of Sandy Boulevard. South 
of Sandy Boulevard is primarily residential and commercial, with industrial uses to 
the east of NE 162nd Avenue. Fairview has a mix of zoning. Land use maps depicting 
zoning in the three jurisdictions are in Appendix A. The wells are located primarily in 
the industrial area north of Sandy Boulevard. Part of the protection area is in the 
Columbia South Shore Plan District Area which promotes regulations to enhance the 
area as an industrial employment center. The plan district area provided the boundary 
for the original protection program. As noted above, there was no hydrogeologic basis 
for this boundary. Several wells were either located outside the Columbia South 
Shore Plan District Area and/or derived groundwater from outside the district area. 

The Columbia South Shore area also contains the Columbia Slough, an ecologically 
diverse water system made up of wetlands and slow-moving channels in the southern 
floodplain of the Columbia River. A series of levees, pumping stations, and 
stormwater facilities manage flooding and water quality in the Slough and Columbia 
River. The CSSW WPP offers both groundwater and surface water protection 
measures, helping to protect and enhance these resources. 
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Responsible Management Authorities 

There are three cities partially within the protection area: Portland, Gresham and 
Fairview. These are the primary responsible management authorities (RMAs) in the 
protection boundary. The Multnomah County Drainage District and Interlachen 
People's Utility District are also within the boundary, but do not have regulatory 
authority over pollutant sources. Collectively, the RMAs' responsibilities are to 
develop, adopt, and enforce ordinances that implement the CSSW WPP. Portland 
Fire and Rescue is responsible for business inspections, enforcement, and permit 
review in Portland. Gresham Fire and Emergency Services is responsible for business 
inspections and enforcement in Gresham and Fairview. Gresham and Fairview 
conduct their own land use and permit reviews. 

In late 2002, the City of Fairview adopted ordinance 12-2002 authorizing the 
establishment of a wellhead protection program (Title 16, Chapter 16.10). Gresham 
adopted ordinance 1559 in December 2002 authorizing the establishment of a 
wellhead protection program (Municipal Code 3.65). Portland adopted ordinance 
177668 on July 2, 2003 to add Chapter 21.35, Wellhead Protection, to the city code. 
All three RMAs have adopted the same program and have authority to implement and 
enforce the CSSW WPP. Copies of ordinances and the code language authorizing the 
program in Portland, Gresham and Fairview are in Appendix B. Also included in 
Appendix B are letters from Gresham's Director of Environmental Services and 
Fairview's Mayor supporting the certification of the CSSW WPP. 

At least two times a year, staff from the Cities of Gresham, Fairview and Portland 
meet to evalu(lte the effectiveness of the program, share experience with program 
implementation, discuss compliance strategies and identify whether additional work 
or training is needed to achieve program objectives. The coordination team includes 
water quality staff, project managers, fire inspectors, the Columbia Corridor 
Association (CCA), and the Columbia Slough Watershed Council (CSWC). 

Section 2 - Delineation of the Well Head Protection Area 

The State of Oregon wellhead protection guidance document suggests a variety of 
methods may be used to delineate a wellhead protection area. For systems serving a 
population greater than 50,000, the delineation should be performed with a numerical 
model or comparable analytical method. The City of Portland used a numerical 
groundwater flow model, known as the Deep Aquifer Yield (DAY) model, to create 
the delineation. This tool is a calibrated, regional-scale flow model based on the U.S. 
Geological Survey' s ModFlow program. 

The Coordinating Committee agreed that the protection area would be based upon 
the model and determined a 30-year time-of-travel be used. Since the well field is not 
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continually in use, assumptions were made on the extent of well operation over the 
hypothetical 30-year period in order to set up the model run. A recurring, four-year 
pattern of well field operation scenarios was assumed, comprising varying levels of 
forecasted supply. 

The four-year pattern is outlined below: 

• Year 1: 1 billion gallons, 21.6 mgd for 45 days 

• Year 2: .5 billion gallons, 56 mgd for 90 days 

• Year 3: 1.5 billion gallons, 28 mgd for 60 days 

• Year 4: No groundwater use · 

• Years 5-30: Repeat cycle, starting at Year 1 

From these scenarios, the rates of durations of individual well pumps were selected 
and operated in the model. The modeling established a priority order of pumping for 
all wells and generally presumed heavy reliance on the deeper-aquifer wells 
completed in the Sand and Gravel Aquifer (SGA) and Troutdale Sandstone Aquifer 

. (TSA). Further assumptions were made about the pumping rates of surrounding wells, 
for example the City ofFairviewwells and wells in Clark County, Washington. 
Finally, for comparison purposes, another modeling scenario was performed to 
estimate the size of the capture zone that would develop from a three-year 
continuous-use operation of the well field at its maximum sustainable yield of 80 
mgd. This is considered the maximum amount of time the well field would operate if 
there were a catastrophic loss of Portland's Bull Run supply. 

The four maps that comprise Figure 2-1 include the delineation result, by aquifer, and 
shows the estimated 2-, 5-, 10-, 20- and 30-year time of travel, and the 3-year 
emergency use capture zones. 

• Map A shows the modeled 5-,10-, 20-, and 30-year time-of-travel areas for wells 
completed in the SGA This delineation shows capture zones for Portland and 
Fairview wells. 

• Map B shows the modeled 5-, 10-, 20-, and 30-year time of travel for wells 
completed in the TSA and also the Blue Lake Aquifer (BLA). The delineation 
shows capture zones for Portland wells only. 

• Map C shows the modeled 3-year emergency (continuous)-use time-of-travel 
areas for Portland and Fairview wells completed in the SGA, BLA and TSA 

• Map D shows the modeled 2-year time of travel for all of the Portland wells. 
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The 30-year intermittent use and 3-year continuous use areas were similar in size-
although the 30-year area is somewhat larger. This 30-year scenario provided the 
hydrogeologic basis for the protection area that was ultimately adopted. The modeled 
protection area boundaries were adjusted slightly prior to final plan adoption, based 
on jurisdictional and land-use reviews. Figure 2-2 shows the boundary of the 
wellhead protectiOn area that was adopted. 
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Further details of the delineation are described in a Portland Water Bureau staff 
report, submitted to Dennis Nelson of the Department of Human Services Drinking 
Water Program in October 2003. A letter from Mr. Nelson certifying the delineation 
appears as Appendix C of this document. 

Section 3 - Inventory of Potential Contaminant Sources 

During the 2000-2002 planning process, the Portland Water Bureau collected, 
reviewed and documented a considerable amount of information on contaminant 
sources and presented this information at meetings of the Coordinating Committee. 
An integrated methodology was used that went beyond simple listing of potential 
sources. The methodology was expanded to include a quantitative risk modeling 
approach. The risk model was used to conclude that areas to in the eastern portion of 
the well field were more vulnerable to contamination than areas in the western 
portion and that halogenated solvents were the highest-risk chemical group. The 
Coordinating Committee acknowledged that the most significant threat to the well 
field was from commercial and industrial uses. Residential, agricultural and other land 
uses were also acknowledged as potential sources of contamination, but at a lesser 
degree. 
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Initial Screening of Potential Sources 

To provide an initial screening of known and potential sources, information from a 
variety of sources, including public-domain databases and field surveys was obtained. 
These include: 

State Fire Marshall's Office Data 

Zoning and Land Use Maps 

Regulatory records from Oregon DEQ (ODEQ) 

City map depicting dry well (sump) locations 

List of dry-cleaner locations 

Environmental cleanup site listings and maps from ODEQand other 
agencies 

PortlandMaps.com - for agricultural lands, parks, cemeteries and 
residential uses in Portland 

An inventory of chemicals and their locations for commercial and industrial sources is 
being developed. Regulated businesses are required to report their chemical use 

( 

annually and we are building a database that includes the type and quantity of ( 
chemical stored along with a facility site plan. In addition, the program includes 
inspections every two years and existing contamination sources are tracked by ODEQ 
and the bureau (see Past Practices and Known Sources on page 17.) 

Non-Industrial/Commercial Sources of Contamination 

High-Risk Sources of Contamination 

• Unsewered Areas - Within the Wellhead Protection Area (WHPA), there are a 
few isolated areas that are unsewered. The City of Maywood Park is the largest 
unsewered area in the WHPA, however Maywood Park does not fall within the 
30-year time-of-travel for any of Portland's drinking water wells. Maywood Park 
has approximately 300 homes on septic systems. The city of Maywood Park has no 
future plans to connect to a sewer system. Fairview has only one unsewered 
home/office within the WHPA and Gresham's sparse number of unsewered areas 
are mainly located in residential areas not within the wellhead protection area. 

Mod erate-Risk Sources of Contamination 

• High-Density Residential Areas -Potential contamination from high-density 
residential area includes but is not limited to: 

o Household hazardous waste - e.g., cleaners, paint, furniture stripper 
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o Maintenance products - e.g., automotive wastes, degreasers, car· 
cleaners and wax, tar .and asphalt 

o Lawn and garden chemicals such as fertilizers, herbicides, and 
pesticides 

o Pool chemicals 

o Urban runoff and stormwater 

• Sewer Lines and Pump Stations - pipe or pump failure could release septage, 
bacteria, viruses and other sewage�related contaminants 

• Agricultural Uses - Agricultural land in the WHP A has been decreasing rapidly as 
development encroaches. There are three working farms in the WHPA that 
account for less than 125 acres ofland in production. Potential sources of 
contamination include application of herbicides and pesticides, contaminated 
sediment, and -potentially-fuel. storage tanks. 

• Parks - In Portland there are four parks totaling approximately 27 acres. Fairview 
. has 185-acre Blue Lake Park managed by Metro, and two other city parks. 

Gresham has one park. Risks from parks include pesticides, herbicides, and 
fertilizers. 

• Transportation Corridors - Risks from transportation corridors include 
automotive wastes, hydrocarbons, fertilizers and spills in the roadway. 
Transportation routes are regulated under Section 3.6 the CSSW WPP Reference 
Manual. 

• Vacant Lands/ Areas of Future Development - Land in this area is being developed 
at a rapid pace. Vacant land is being replaced by tilt-up buildings that house 
commercial and industrial enterprises. 

Low-Risk Sources of Contamination 

• Stormwater Collection and Discharge, including Underground Injection Controls 
- risks include hydrocarbons, heavy metals, automotive wastes, hazardous waste 
spills and a wide variety of other substances. 

The risk assessment suggests that facility spills are the major source of risk, that 
halogenated solvents are the chemical of most concern, and that eastern portion of 
the well field is the most vulnerable. Therefore, management measures focus on 
commercial and industrial development, with additional requirements in the eastern 
portion of the wellfield with an unconfined aquifer. Management actions have been 
identified and implemented for lower-risk sources and are outlined in Section 4. 
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Additional background information on contaminant sources and the above sources is 
in Appendix D, including documentation for the inventory of potential 
contamination sources and a staff report on the risk model and results. 

Past Practices and Known Sources 

Past practices that have caused or have potential to cause groundwater contamination 
are largely known. This is the result of extensive bureau involvement in the 
identification and tracking of activities at known contamination sources. Bureau 
identification and tracking of activities has been continuous since about 1990, and 
was formalized in an Intergovernmental Agreement with ODEQin 2001 
(Remediation Partnership Agreement). Since 1990, the bureau has had a wide 
network of monitoring wells down-gradient of known contamination sites and they 
are tested regularly. 

Figures 3-1 and 3-2 show the locations of the sites where groundwater investigations 
and cleanup are tracked by the bureau. Figure 3-3 provides a summary of Bureau 
groundwater remediation projects and sites as of January 2003. The bureau works 
closely with ODEQ on the oversight of investigation and cleanup activities at these 
sites. 

None of the identified contamination sources directly affects the city's ability to use 
wells. The identified contamination sources do have an impact on operational 
decisions. Because of the impact on the shallow aquifer, the identified contamination 
sources will continue to influence how the well field is developed and managed in the 
future. 
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Figure 3-1. Location of Groundwater Investigations, West Well Field Well Location and ODEQ Site Location Map 
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Table 3-1 . Summa!}'. and Descrielion of Bureau Groundwater Remediation Projecfs/Sites as of January 2005 
Location in Well 

Remediation Site Map field; Aquifer(s) Bureau Estimated Duration 
Name Location Affected Bureau Involvement ODEQ Site Status Priority of Project 

General Figures 3-1 Throughout well Groundwater Different sites are High For duration of 
Groundwater and 3-2 field, sites include Monitoring, third-party in various stages program (minimum 5 
Remediation Tube Specialties, review of site of investigation to 10 years) 
(smaller sites plus Well 22, Thrifty Car investigation work plans, 
technical support for Rental; OD, TGA results and findings 
entire activity, e.g. 
GIS mapping) 

ICN Figure 3- 1 WWF; OD, TGA As above Consent Order, High 5 or more years 
Pharmaceuticals IRM completed 

Oregon Fir (Jet Figure 3-1 WWF;OD, TGA As above Consent Order, Medium 5 to 10 years 
Delivery) Rl/FS in progress -High 

Baron Blakeslee Figure 3-1 WWF; TGA and As above Consent Order, RL Medium l 0 years or more 
(Honeywell) CRSA and IRM in -High 

progress 

NE 148'"/Tube Figure 3-1 CWF; TGA Bureau conducting NA High Minimum 3 to 5 
Specialties area independent years 

investigation of 
potential contaminant 
sources 

NE 158'" , includes Figure 3-2 CWF; TGA, TSA Groundwater ACW IRM nearing Low- NA 
Atlas-Copco monitoring, third-party completion, Medium 
Wagner (ACW) review of site otherwise NA 

investigation work plans, 
results and findings 

Cadet Figure 3-1 WWF;OD As above Consent Order, Medium 3 to 5 years 
Manufacturing (Port IRM in progress 
of Portland) 
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Table 3-1 .  Summary and Description of Bureau Groundwater Remediation Projects/Sites as of January 2005, continued 

Location in Well 
Remediation Site Map Field; Aquifer(s) 
Name Location Affected a Bureau Involvement 

Dollar Development Figure 3-1 WWF;OD, TGA As above 

NE 148'h /Timothy Figure 3- 1 CWF Expanded preliminary 
Metal Polishing area assessment completed 

under IGA with ODEQ 

Boeing-Cascade Figure 3-2 EWF; TGA, TSA, Groundwater 
{East Multnomah SGA Monitoring, review of 
County) annual pertormance 

reports 

oEWF - east well field; CWF - central well field; WWF - west well field· 
bOD - overbank deposits 

Invent.ct\' of Potential Contaminant Sources � 

Bureau Estimated Duration 
ODEQ Site Status Priority of Project 

Consent Order, RI Medium 5 to 1 0  years 
in progress -High 

Site on confirmed Low- NA 
release inventory; Medium 
NFA 

Consent Order, Medium Minimum 20 to 30 
Rl/FS, ROD -High years 
completed, 
remediation 
system in place & 
operating 
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Identification of Future Potential Sources 

Identification of future potential contamination sources within the wellhead 
protection area boundary is anticipated to occur through periodic updating and 
review of ongoing groundwater monitoring well sampling and analysis. Any change 
in the status of a site or facility, such as a spill or change in land use, will to come to 
the city's attention through the site inspection or the regulatory review process. The 
bureau monitors more than two dozen monitoring wells at least yearly-more often 
for some wells. Some monitoring wells are located downgradient of known 
contamination sites; others are situated to provide an "early warning" of 
contamination that may pose a threat to supply wells. Well monitoring is used to 
track changes in water quality and/or water levels and is a key component of the 
bureau's overall management of the well field. 

Identification of future sources of contamination will be tracked through several 
venues. For stormwater collection and discharge systems and underground injection 
control systems (UICs), the Water Bureau will continue to work with the Portland 
Bureau of Environmental Services (BES), Gresham and Fairview on updates and 
modifications to their stormwater management documents. The stormwater 
management documents include the following: 

• Stormwater Management Manual, which includes stormwater management 
standards for new development and redevelopment 

• Stormwater Management Plan, which implements conditions of the National 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit, the Municipal Separate 
Storm Sewer System (MS4) discharge permit1 

• UIC Management Plan which implements conditions of Portland's Water 
Pollution Control Facility Permit 

Section 4 - Management of Potential Contaminant Sources 

The Columbia South Shore Well Field Wellhead Protection Area Reference Manual, 
(Appendix E) describes in detail the required and recommended management actions 
to protect groundwater. Developed in partnership with the business community 

1 The 2004 Storm water Management Manual and the Draft 2008 Storm water Management Manual 
(due to be adopted on July l, 2008) are on the BES web site: www.portlandonline.com 
/bes/index.cfm?c=35l17. 
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during the Coordinating Committee planning process, the manual applies to industrial 
and commercial businesses. The manual and supporting ordinances were adopted in 
Portland, Gresham, and Fairview and went into effect in Portland in July 2003. 
Requirements have been phased in over time to allow businesses to plan and budget 
for required improvements. The chosen management approach does not target 
specific locations (e.g., businesses within the one-year time-of-travel); rather, it 
phased in the requirements over a five-year period applied uniformly over the entire 
(i.e. 30-year time-of-travel) area and uses facility inspections (performed every two 
years) and the amount of chemicals used and stored as the primary protection 
mechanisms for higher-risk land use activities. The uniform application of the new 
requirements coupled with existing inspection activities were very important to the 
stakeholders in the business community. 

While there is no regulatory component for residential uses, a vital element of the 
program is outreach and education specifically targeted to residential users and 
non-regulated agriculture to reduce the likelihood of impacts from "non-point 
source" pollutants. The outreach methods are described later in this section. 
Approximately $280,000 is budgeted by the city each year to implement this program. 
The $280,000 includes inspections, enforcement, program management, outreach, 
education and technical assistance. The cities of Gresham and Fairview also conduct 
residential and business education programs as described in their annual reports for 
their National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permits. 

Management of lndustrlal and Commerclal Sources of Contamination 

Industrial and commercials businesses are regulated based on the quantity and type of 
chemicals used at the site. Requirements range from structural improvements to 
operational changes. The program was heavily modeled on the Uniform Fire Code 
(UFC) and the Stormwater Management Manual. The UFC covers handling and 
containment of chemicals. The 

.
stormwater Manual provides structural and non

structural solutions that focus on minimizing risks of spills and limiting the potential 
for spilled materials to reach surface water and groundwater through stormwater 
runoff or collection systems. This approach was taken so that new requirements 
would be compatible with other existing regulatory approaches. Fire Bureau 
inspectors conduct the inspections and provide enforcement for this program in 
conjunction with routine fire inspections. 

Unlike the previous protection program, no businesses or chemicals are prohibited in 
the protection area. Instead, the quantities and types of chemicals used dictate the 
requirements and timelines to comply. This approach was considered more equitable 
to businesses. As mentioned, the program was developed with a large stakeholder 
group-the Coordinating Committee. A business and industry technical group 
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worked with other stakeholders to ensure that the regulatory program requirements 
would 

• maximize risk reduction for investments made 

• avoid duplication of or conflict with other regulations 

• be realistic and practical 

A summary of the regulatory program requirements is included below for the four 
basic functional areas in a typical business: 

Indoor Storage - Meet UFC spill control and (secondary) containment requirements 
and provide impermeable surfaces. Floor drains cannot be connected to storm drains 
or surface water. 

Outdoor Storage- Apply best management practices (BMPs) on outdoor storage of 
liquid hazardous materials in containers or tanks and storage of solid hazardous 
materials. Requirements also include paving storage areas, providing spill 
containment, isolating drainage, and providing required signs. 

Load/Unload Areas - Apply BMPs or meet additional requirements in Portland 
requiring paving loading and unloading areas and providing spill containment and 
signs. If a loading dock is uncovered, inspections will be conducted. 

Transportation Routes -All transportation routes in public and private rights-of-way 
must be paved (except rail) and spill containment must be provided. Some exceptions 
to the regulations in Portland include some local streets in residentially zoned areas. 
The bureau has been working with Gresham, Fairview, and the Portland Department 
of Transportation and BES on street designs that help manage stormwater and protect 
groundwater. 

I mplementation 

Program funding supports two key efforts forming the foundation for program 
implementation: 

• Education and technical assistance activities 

• Reporting, inspection, and enforcement activities 

Education and Technical Assistance 

Education and technical assistance are keys to helping businesses understand and 
successfully comply with both regulatory requirements and best management 
practices. The bureau has a five-year contract with the CCA through 2008 to provide 
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services to the regulated community. 2 The bureau has committed funds to continue 
technical assistance and outreach to the business community into the future and is in 
the process of pursuing another 5-year contract for technical assistance and outreach. 

The CCA represents business, industry, and landowner interests in the Columbia 
Corridor and is well-positioned to provide outreach, education, and technical 
assistance to affected businesses.3 The CCA and its membership were actively 
involved in the stakeholder process and development of the program. Portland, 
Gresham and Fairview all support websites with groundwater protection information. 

Outreach and education -For the duration of the contract, the CCA and the bureau 
have prepared and distributed educational materials, decision-support tools and fact 
sheets, and conducted workshops to help businesses comply with requirements. 

Technical assistance - Technical assistance includes one-on-one consultations to assist 
businesses in evaluating compliance requirements, and identifying and evaluating 
devices, equipment, and structures that will satisfy requirements: CCA has also provided 
free spill kits, signs, secondary containment totes, and storm drain covers to help 
regulated businesses meet requirements. CCA maintains a web page as a resource for 
businesses on the CSSW WPP, www.columbiacorridor.org/wellfield. To date, four 
workshops have been conducted on reporting requirements and how to meet program 
requirements. 

Reporting. Inspection. and Enforcement 

The business and industry participants in the process recommended that reporting, 
inspection, and enforcement approaches be made compatible with other regulatory 
requirements to the greatest degree feasible. The degree of overlap in requirements 
between the UFC and the ·proposed CSSW WPP provided an excellent opportunity to 
achieve this desired outcome. Most businesses are familiar with UFC requirements 
and the inspection and enforcement approaches used by fire departments to ensure 
that code requirements are met. The basic approaches identified in the UFC for 
dealing with hazardous materials used or stored at a site apply very well to the 
purposes identified in the wellhead protection program, although the threshold 

. 
quantities of some regulated chemicals are lower for the UFC than for the CSSW 
WPP. Required reporting to the State Fire Marshal, both in form and content, 
provides most of the information needed by the Water Bureau to assess and monitor 

· conditions in the wellhead protection area. 

2 The Columbia Corridor stretches along the south shore of the C.Olumbia River, from the Willamette River in the 
west to the Sandy River in the east. 

3For more information on CCA, visit W\V\V.columbiacorridor.org. 
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In summary, a facility or applicant must submit a Hazardous Materials Inventory 
Form each year in addition to a Facility Information Report that shows locations of 
functional areas, hazardous materials or fuels, transportation routes, storm drain arid 
drainage area boundaries, dry wells or sumps used for disposal of storm or wastewater, 
control valves and spill containment kits. The preparation of an Operations and 
Maintenance Plan is recommended. 

Portland Fire and Rescue is responsible for carrying out inspections of all businesses 
in Portland in the well field every two years. Gresham Fire and Emergency Services 
conducts inspections in Gresham and Fairview. An estimated 1,300 businesses (some 
with multiple inspection sites) are in the Portland portion of the protection area. Of 
those 1,300 businesses, approximately 130 are regulated under this program. There 
are about 50 regulated businesses in Gresham and Fairview. The two-year inspection 
schedule ensures that new and existing businesses have a regular inspection and that 
any new businesses are captured in the inspection process within a reasonable 
timeframe. Portland Fire and Rescue, Gresham, and Fairview are also reviewing 
permits for new construction and improvements to ensure that, as new development 
and redevelopment occurs, it is in compliance with the protection area requirements. 

Management of Non-Regulated Sources of Contamination 

The regulatory portion of the CSSW WPP focuses on industrial and commercial 
activity. However, a tremendous amount of work is being done to address and 
prevent potential contamination from non-regulated activities identified in the 
inventory of potential contaminant sources. Management areas are highlighted 
below: 

Unsewered Areas 

The only unsewered portion of the well field is Maywood Park. Maywood Park is 
outside of the 30-year time of travel boundary and also outside of the jurisdiction of 
the City of Portland. The city of Maywood Park has no plans to construct a sewer 
system. Outreach to Maywood Park has been limited to a brochure mailing and 
general population outreach and events. In the next year the Water Bureau will 
contact Maywood Park to see if the bureau can participate in a homeowner meeting 
to further educate residents about groundwater protection, specifically what residents 
can do to prevent groundwater contamination from their septic system. 

Residential Uses 

In Portland, the majority of residential uses are concentrated sbuth of Sandy 
Boulevard. Additional residential areas are located in Fairview. 

The bureau has a five-year contract with the CSWC for outreach and education to 
residents and non-regulated agriculture. The city's CSWC contract ends in June 2008. 
The bureau anticipates continuing a contractual relationship with CSWC for an 
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additional five years. Additionally, we coordinate with Gresham and Fairview on 
outreach and education efforts. 

The brochure in Appendix I kicked-off the Water Bureau's educational effort and 
advertised a calendar of events, including a treasure hunt (Adventure in the Well 
Field), bike ride, tour, and Groundwater 101 class. Future efforts include outreach to 
the agricultural community and Maywood Park. 

Over the past five years the bureau and CSWC have planned and conducted the 
following activities to educate and encourage the local community to take actions to 
protect groundwater. Events are on-going: 

• Annual Adventure in the Well Field (now called Aquifer Adventure) - Family 
event with hands on activities about groundwater and waste minimization with a 
pirate treasure hunt theme. This event kicked off the start of the Protection 
Program in 2003 with around 100 attendees. In 2007 the bureau had over 400 
attendees and intends to continue this event into the future. Family activities 
include building edible aquifers, providing an aquifer obstacle course, conducting 
the All the Water of the World game, a canoe trip, and a water conservation 
activity. 

• Annual Cycle the Well Field Tour - This annual event, started in 2003, takes an 
average of 30 bikers on a 16-mile ride around the Columbia South Shore with 
stops along the way to provide an opportunity to talk about the role of 
groundwater and what people can do to protect it. 

• Groundwater 101 - This class has been offered for almost 10 years. It is an 
introductory class on the basics of groundwater, hydrology, geology, and 
Portland's well field. Classes are held each November and typically attract 30--40 
interested citizens. In 2006 the bureau also offered a more advanced class called 
Groundwater 201 .  

• Water System Tours - Tours of the Bull Run watershed and the well field are led 
by: Water Bureau staff and are ongoing. 

• Brochure - A colorful and informative brochure with calendar of events was sent 
to every address in the wellhead protection area, including Fairview, Gresham and 
Maywood Park. The brochure highlights the role and importance of groundwater 
and has an illustrated stand-alone poster showing good homeowner practices and 
practical things people can do to protect groundwater. This brochure is distributed 
at all of the.bureau's events. The bureau is planning a third printing of the 
brochure. 

• Groundwater Protection Signs - In 2004, the city installed street signs along major 
roads in the wellhead protection area (see Appendix I for example) . The signs alert 
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drivers that they are in a groundwater protection area and a number is provided to 
report spills. 

• Household Hazardous Waste Collection Days - The bureau has worked with 
Metro to locate and schedule collection days in the well field for residents to 
safely discard hazardous materials. So far two collection events have been held in 
the protection area attracting hundreds of people. 

• Web site - The Water Bureau web site, www.portlandonline.com/water, has 
information on the CSSW WPP and actions people can take to protect 
groundwater. Gresham and Fairview also have information on the wellhead 
protection program at www.ci.gresham.or.us/cleanrivers and 
www.ci.fairview.or.us/wellfield.protection.htm. 

• Neighborhood meetings - CSWC meets annually with local neighborhood 
associations about the CSSW WPP and what neighborhoods can do to help protect 
groundwater. 

• Columbia Slough Watershed Council Events - CSWC holds dozens of events 
every year, many in partnership with the Water Bureau and listed here. All events 
include some education about the well field and the protection program since it is 
a prominent resource in the watershed. 

• Education in Schools 

0 Water Bureau provides tours of the Bull Run watershed and the well field to 
schools and visits the classroom to conduct groundwater activities. 

0 Slough School is a program of CSWC to educate students about the Slough. The 
Water Bureau, Gresham and Fairview provide financial support to Slough School 
to incorporate groundwater education into the curriculum. The Water Bureau 
collaborates with CSWC on curriculum and provides a groundwater model to 
use in the classroom. Support for this program will be ongoing to reach students 
and teachers at schools located in the watershed and protection area. 

° Clean Water Festival - The Water Bureau's groundwater staff has participated in 
the Clean Water Festival for the past three years. The Clean Water Festival is 
designed for 4•h and S•h graders to learn about water science and watershed 
ecology. Staff use a hands-on groundwater model to educate kids about basic 
groundwater principles and ways to protect water quality. Last year this event 
reached more than 1,000 students in the region. 

° Future programs include additional events and outreach in Maywood Park, 
Fairview, Gresham, and Blue Lake Park. 
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The CSSW WPP brochure also references many of Metro's resources that highlight 
safe alternatives to household hazardous materials, waste minimization and "green" 
landscaping practices. The bureau is also a member of the Regional Water Providers 
Consortium which produces and distributes water conservation materials specifically 
focused on outdoor use and healthy landscapes. A selection of outreach materials can 
be found in Appendix I. 

Stormwater Collection and Discharge 

The City of Portland manages stormwater discharges under one of two permits issued 
by ODEQ Stormwater discharging to surface waters is managed under the National 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System 
Permit (MS4 NPDES), regulated under the Clean Water Act (CWA). Stormwater 
discharging to the ground is managed under the UIC Water Pollution Control 
Facilities Permit (WPCF) regulated under the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDW A). 

NPDES MS4 Permit - ODEQissued the city and its co-permittees, Port of Portland 
and Multnomah County, the first MS4 NPDES permit in 1995 and issued the second 
permit in July 2005. The MS4 NPDES stormwater permit is the primary regulatory 
vehicle for management of stormwater quantity and quality for discharges to surface 
waters. Although the permit requirements apply only to areas within the Urban 
Services Boundary that drain to the municipal separate storm sewer system, Portland 
City Council directed BES that minimum requirements be exceeded and stormwater 
BMPs be implemented throughout Portland.  In accordance with permit 
requirements, the city developed and implemented a Stormwater Management Plan 
which includes the following categories of BMPs and their purpose statements: 

• Environmental and Program Monitoring- To track and evaluate the long-term 
water quality trends resulting from implementation of the Storm water 
Management Plan. 

• Program Management - To ensure effective program management, coordination, 
and reporting. 

• New Development Standards - To prevent and mitigate pollutant discharges and 
other water quality impacts associated with new development and redevelopment 
during and after construction. The development and update of the Stormwater 
Management Manual is included in this category. The Stormwater Management 
Manual includes stormwater management standards for new development and 
redvelopment, including requirements for stormwater treatment and infiltration. 

• Industrial/Commercial Controls- To reduce and control the discharge of 
pollutants from industrial and commercial facilities to the municipal separate 
storm sewer system 
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• Illicit Discharge Controls - To identify, investigate, and, if appropriate, 
control/eliminate illicit ·discharges and non-stormwater discharges to the 
municipal separate storm sewer system, 

• Structural Controls- To implement structural modifications (constructed 
facilities) to existing systems/development to reduce pollutants in discharges from 
the municipal separate storm sewer system. 

• Operations and Maintenance - To implement operations and maintenance , 
practices for public streets, sewers, and other facilities to reduce pollutants in 
discharges from the municipal separate storm sewer system. 

• Natural Systems- To help preserve and restore the natural resources and 
functions that prevent pollutants from entering into, and discharging from, the 
municipal separate storm sewer system. 

• Public Involvement- To inform and educate the public about the causes of 
stormwater pollution, the effects on local streams and rivers, and the need for 
stormwater management. To encourage active participation in pollution reduction 
efforts. 

Portland's NPDES permit requires implementation of and annual reporting on 
projects and programs under each of the categories listed above. The Stormwater 
Management Plan and annual compliance reports can be found online at 
www.portlandonline.com/bes or by contacting the City of Portland BES. 

The cities of Gresham and Fairview are also co-permittees for their NDPES permit. 
ODOT has a separate NPDES permit for all ODOT jurisdictional areas including the 
Interstate 84 corridor through Gresham and Fairview. The efforts of Gresham and 
Fairv�ew focus on the reduction of pollutants from runoff in commercial, industrial, 
and residential areas. The efforts focus on a combination of pollutant-removal 
measures-such as implementation of effective maintenance practices, retrofitting of 
existing facilities to provide water quality treatment, and illicit discharge detection
and pollution-prevention and -reduction measures-such as education, improved 
design standards and an integrated pest management (IPM) program, To comply with 
the permit, the two cities also prepare annual compliance reports that outline their 
activities for the previous year . More information on the two cities' permits, 
stormwater management programs and compliance reports can be obtained from City 
of Gresham's Department of Environmental Services or at . 
www.ci.gresham.or.us/cleanrivers. Gresham maintains its own stormwater manual 
a.nd Fairview utilizes Portland's manual in lieu of developing its own. 

WPCF Permit - The federal UIC program was enacted in 1974 under the SDWA, a 
comprehensive national framework designed to ensure the quality and safety of 
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drinking water supplies. The SDWA regulates all UICs and requires that any 
discharges from UICs be protective of drinking water sources.4 In the state of Oregon, 
all groundwater is regulated as a potential source of drinking water. ODEQregulates 
the UIC programin the state of Oregon. 

In 2005, ODEQissued the city a WPCF permit that established the construction,' 

operation, and maintenance requirements that the city must implement to protect 
groundwater. The requirements of Portland's WPCF UIC permit are aimed at 
ensuring that the infiltration of storm water runoff from urban areas through city
owned UIC structures protects the beneficial use of groundwater-including use of 
groundwater as a drinking water resource--and protects surface water quality. 
Specifically, the permit requires that stormwater influent to the more than 9,000 UICs 
does not exceed Maximum Allowable Discharge limitations (MAD LS) in stormwater. 
The requirements cover assessment, development, implementation and reporting for 
the UIC program. 

Assessment- In 2006, the city submitted a City-wide System Assessment to ODEQ 
The assessment evaluated all city UICs in relation to the following: 

• Separation of the distance between the bottom of the UIC and seasonal high 
groundwater 

• Proximity to domestic or public drinking water wells. 

• Potential for receiving drainage from industrial and commercial properties 
regulated under Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) Title III 

• Industrial and commercial properties that have site activities that could cause 
violation of permit conditions 

• Vehicle maintenance floor drains, fire station bay drains, or indoor parking 
facilities 

• Public and private facilities with NPDES 1200-Z permits 

Program Development and Implementation - The city developed a UIC Management 
Plan (UICMP) that outlines the policies and practices the city will implement to meet 
permit requirements and protect groundwater as a drinking water resource. The plan 
emphasizes actions the city will implement to prevent, minimize, and control 
pollutants prior to discharge to a UIC, including the following elements: 

4 ODEQdefines an underground injection control (UIC) as any system, structure, or activity that is 

intended to discharge fluids below the ground surface. This includes but is not limited to sumps, 

French drains, and stormwater disposal wells. 
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• System Management-including implementing BMPs city-wide to prevent, 
minimize, or control pollutants before they can discharge to a UIC. The UICMP 
includes BMPs similar to those in the Stormwater Management Plan. 

• System Monitoring-establishes a statistically robust sampling program to 
evaluate stormwater quality entering public UICs and provides data needed to 
demonstrate that UICs are operated in a manner that protects groundwater and 
meets WPCF permit conditions. Permit conditions include compliance with 
MAD Ls. The permit requires that stormwater discharge limits are measured at the . 
point of discharge to the UIC and are based on Oregon groundwater protection 
standards. 

• Evaluatfon and Response-guidelines describe how data and information 
generated from the system management and monitoring activities will be used to 
assess UIC compliance status. The guidelines also define the process and criteria 
used to identify, evaluate, and prioritize action necessary to protect groundwater 
and meet permit requirements. 

• Corrective Action Plan-establishes the process that will be used to evaluates, 
rank select, and implement corrective. actions for UICs that do not meet permit 
requirements. 

Reporting- The permit also requires development of a comprehensive UIC 
monitoring plan and the submission of annual monitoring reports. The monitoring 
reports must disclose information about all constituents found in stotmwater draining 
to public UICS, even constituents not formally incorporated into the official permit. 
To adequately implement the permit, Portland was required to develop a UIC 
registration database with provisions for quarterly updates. Portland also must 
develop a system-wide inventory and assessment of all UIC facilities. The city's UIC 
management plan identifies the best management practices the city will implement 
for construction, operation and maintenance of public UICs. The plan is required to 
include detailed.annual reports and must be updated on a comprehensive basis prior 
to 2010. 

The city is implementing the UICMP and performing corrective actions for UICs that 
have been identified as non-compliant through system assessment and monitoring. 
The CSSW WPP requires that all Portland-owned UICs that receive drainage from 
commercial and industrial zoned areas and arterial or residential collector streets in 
the protection area must have a sedimentation manhole or other appropriate 
stormwater treatment facility. Twenty-seven UICs have been identified as needing 
retrofits. This work is scheduled for December 2008. 

The City of Portland also developed and implemented a corrective action plan. The 
plan describes the steps the city will take when individual UICs fail to comply with 
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permit conditions. When this occurs, the city must take prompt corrective actions or 
decommission and close the UIC. 

The City of Gresham has nearly 1000 dry wells, of which only a handful are located 
in the wellhead protection area. Like Portland, Gresham has applied for a UIC permit. 
The monitoring, reporting and compliance requirements of this permit will likely be 
similar to the permit issued to Portland. 

Sewer lines and Pump Stations 

The City of Portland has NPDES discharge permits for its Columbia Boulevard and 
Tryon Creek publicly owned treatment works. The permits, which regulate the 
discharge of total suspended solids, biochemical oxygen demand, and E. coli to the 
Columbia and Willamette rivers, specify both technology-based and water-quality
based effluent limits. Technology-based effluent limits are based on the technology 
available to control the pollutants; water-quality-based effluent limits specify 
numerical criteria for discharges. Portland's permits require stringent public-notice 
requirements, monitoring of biosolid and effluent quality, maintenance protocols for 
both the treatment plants and the collection system; emergency response plans and 
programs, industrial pre-treatment and monitoring programs. 

The City of Gresham also has an NPDES discharge permit for its wastewater 
treatment plant with similar requirements and measures. Gresham and Fairview are 
also responsible for developing and implementing Total Maximum Daily Load 
(TMDL) Implementation Plans. The TMDL Implementation plan will reduce the 
contribution of bacteria to surface waters from activities and discharges under their 
respective jurisdictions, including discharges that enter and exit the public sanitary 
and storm sewer systems. Although onsite systems (e.g., cesspools and septic systems) 
are regulated by ODEQand Multnomah County, Gresham and Fairview have adopted 
policies in support of these agencies' missions to minimize the contribution of 
bacteria from onsite systems. Gresham and Fairview also respond to sewage spills 
from public or private collection systems as needed to protect public health, safety, 
and the environment. 

According to ODEQ, there are three main potential sources of bacteria in the 
Fairview watersheds: stormwater, septic systems, and periodic sanitary sewer 
discharges. The Stormwater Management Plan describes many BMPs to protect water 
quality from pollutants carried by stormwater. Although there are eight parcels 
within Fairview that have septic systems, only one parcel is located within the 
protection area. City of Fairview regulations require these parcels to connect to the 
sanitary sewer as they are redeveloped or the septic system fails. Sanitary sewer 
conveyance and regulation is also the responsibility of the city. The sewer 
rehabilitation program includes systematic pipe restoration to replace defective pipe 
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and reduce inflow and infiltration. All pump stations are monitored by a Supervisory 
Control & Data Acquisition (SCADA) system and are equipped with standby 
generators. In addition, the Fairview Public Works Department responds promptly to 
reports of public and private sewage spills to ensure proper cleanup and repair. 

Agricultural Uses 

There are three commercial farming enterprises in the protection area. One of the 
farms is certified by the Food Alliance for its sustainable growing practices. The other 
two farms are currently part of ODEQs Environmental Cleanup Site Information 
Database for contaminated sediments from heavy agricultural chemical use. 
Portland's BES is currently working with the two farms to reduce sediment loads into 
the Columbia Slough. CSWC will also provide additional outreach to these farms in 
the coming year to help educate them about the importance of protecting 
groundwater. 

Parks 

A written IPM program for Portland parks has been in place since the late 1980s. The 
policies in this program direct every aspect of pest management in Portland parks and 
serve as rules for all pest-management personnel. Updated continuously to respond to 
new information and new challenges, the IPM program has been hailed as a model of 
progressive methods and practices by other municipalities and agencies throughout 
the region. The program meets or exceeds local, state, and federal requirements. 
Gresham and Fairview have adopted IPM practices in plans based upon Portland's 
IPM program. However, additional outreach is needed to increase park managers' 
awareness of the groundwater protection area. 

Portland is currently working with Metro staff at Blue Lake Park on proposed park 
improvements. The Water Bureau has been very active in reviewing reports and 
studies to ensure that groundwater quality is protected. Future plans include a jointly 
sponsored homeowner Naturescaping workshop at the park to help educate local 
residents about how to maintain their landscapes with native plants and less 
chemicals. Metro has recently opened.a new exhibit at the park. The Blue Lake 
Natural Discovery Garden has native plants, low water use plants and promotes 
healthy gardening practices. Metro uses very limited amount of herbicides at the 
park, limited to occasional Round-up and a natural moss control. 

Transportation Corridors 

Transportation corridors are addressed at the beginning of this section on commercial 
and industrial activities. However, some portions of the well field, primarily local 
(non-collector) residential streets do not have requirements. The Portland Water 
Bureau has been working with the Portland Department of Transportation and BES 
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on street designs that help manage stormwater while protecting groundwater. In 
Gresham and Fairview, all arterials and collectors are either owned by the City of 
Gresham or Multnomah County. Gresham and Multnomah County have road 
maintenance BMPs that are similar to Oregon Department of Transportation's 
(ODOT's) Routine Road Maintenance Water Qpality and Habitat Guide, which has 
been approved by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Fisheries to 
comply with the Endangered Species Act. Additional outreach and coordination is 
needed with ODOT because this state agency has jurisdiction over a significant 
portion of Sandy Boulevard, a major transportation corridor in the wellhead 
protection area. 

Vacant Land 

As vacant land becomes developed, Portland, Gresham and Fairview will have the 
opportunity to review permits and apply the appropriate regulations to protect 
groundwater. 

Implementation of Management Measures 

The Portland Water Bureau continues to provide overall management of the CSSW 
WPP and manages contracts with the CSWC and the CCA as well as 
intergovernmental agreements with Portland Fire and Rescue and the City of 
Gresham for the implementation of the program. 

( 

Staff from Gresham and Fairview have responsibilities for inspections and ensuring ( 
that businesses in their jurisdiction comply with program requirements. They also 
partner on outreach efforts and technical assistance. Annual work plans are developed 
with the CSWC and CCA. Future actions include new contracts for outreach and 
technical assistance. Current contracts with the Watershed Council and CCA expire 
June 30, 2008. With the new contracts the Portland Water Bureau hopes to take the 
program to a new level with expanded outreach opportunities in Maywood Park, 
Gresham, and Fairview, with additional events, school programs, and more 
partnering. 

The objective for the regulated business community for the next five years is to 
promote proactive chemical assessment and management with the goal of helping 
businesses minimize or eliminate hazardous materials. The bureau plans to utilize 
existing assessment tools that can inventory, assess, and rank chemicals, identify 
chemicals of concern and provide less toxic alternatives. The goal is to reduce the 
quantity of hazardous materials used in the wellhead protection area and reduce the 
number of businesses that are regulated under this program. Another project planned 
for completion next year is a better database for hazardous materials reporting forms 
to more efficiently assess and identify chemical usage. 
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Section 5 - Contingency Plan 

The Well Field functions as an emergency and seasonal augmentation source to 
Portland's primary surface water source, the Bull Run, and is only operated when 
needed. Its use has ranged from a few days to several months, averaging about once 
per year over the past 10 years. With the exception of a major earthquake, it is 
unlikely that both water sources would be incapacitated at the same time. Although 
there is currently no detailed Contingency Plan specific to the well field, many of the 
bureau's planning documents address the use of the well field, how to manage and 
protect its use, and how best to respond to emergencies. Staff are currently preparing 
capital planning documents to develop cost-effective projects to reduce the well 
system's vulnerability to electrical power loss and flooding. 

The Portland Water Bureau is part of the City of Portland, which includes the 
Portland Office of Emergency Management (POEM). The Water Bureau's Emergency 
Management section coordinates closely with POEM on emergency response 
planning and development and use of dedicated emergency facilities. 

The city's Emergency Operations Plan (EOP) outlines how agencies in the city 
respond to different types of emergencies. The Water Bureau prepared a 
Vulnerability Assessment in response to Environmental Protection Agency 
requirements which resulted in an update of the bureau's section of the EOP. Both 
the EOP and the Vulnerability Assessment include plans for funding and 
implementation. Because these documents are confidential, they are not included in 
this report. 

Other plans that dictate the bureau's prioritization of water usage and outline 
contingencies are detailed below and include the annual Seasonal Water Supply 
Augmentation and Contingency Plan, also known as the Summer Supply Plan, or SSP 
(Appendix F) and the Winter Turbidity Emergency Response Plan (Appendix G). 

Inventory of Potential Threats to Water Supply 

The Portland Water Bureau's Hazard Vulnerability Statement in the Emergency 
Operations Plan outlines the potential threats to both our surface and groundwater 
supply. The most significant hazards that could affect groundwater include the 
following: 

• Earthquake - An earthquake could affect the Groundwater Pump Station 
Building. Shaking could damage equipment and piping in pump stations with 
particular concern for sodium hypochlorite, aqueous ammonia and/or sodium 
hydroxide release at the Groundwater Pump Station. Liquefaction from an 
earthquake could possibly make the groundwater system inoperable due to 
damage to piping and tanks. The foundations for the new Groundwater Chemical 
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Building were constructed on stone columns to minimize the effect of liquefaction 
during an earthquake. Also, the existing Groundwater Pump Station was 
retrofitted with stronger connecting plates to reduce seismic vulnerability. 

• Flooding - The well field is located in the Columbia River floodplain. The 
Columbia River levees are vulnerable to earthquakes and extreme flooding. 

- Flooding could submerge the well field and pump station if the levee along the 
south side of the Columbia River were overtopped or breached by, for example, 
liquefaction caused by an earthquake. Multnomah County Drainage District 
(MCDD) No. l's pumping plants could lose power for a prolonged period of time 
when stormwater runoff into the district is occurring at a high rate (such as 
precipitation from a 100-year event), causing flooding. 

• Power Failure - Power loss is most likely to occur during an ice or wind event or 
following an earthquake. Power loss could disrupt the ability to operate the well 
pumps, the groundwater pump station booster pumps, and other pumps the 
bureau relies on to boost water to higher pressure zones. 

• Contamination - The well field is vulnerable to contamination from intentional 
acts and also accidental spills resulting from transportation accidents, spills or 
leakage from businesses, or improper disposal of hazardous materials. 

Protocols for Responding to Potential Incidents 

The well field is Portland's emergency and backup water supply. Groundwater is only 
used if there is a supply shortage from Bull Run or if Bull Run is unavailable due to a 
system disruption (e.g. conduit failure or turbidity). Portland's water system has many 
redundant elements, namely two separate water systems. Redundancies are also built 
into the surface water system and distribution system. However, the groundwater 
system has several supply elements that are not redundant, such as the transmission 
line, tank, and pump station. In the unlikely event that both of supply sources are off
line, other supply options include off-loading to wholesalers, conservation or 
curtailment, and alternate sources such the Clackamas River and the well field in the 
recently annexed Powell Valley service area. 

These resources and their priority of use are outlined in the city's SSP (Appendix F). 
The city is fortunate to have 27 different wells in three separate aquifers, giving the 
bureau the flexibility to respond to different threats by selecting the most protected 
aquifers on a case-by-case basis. The Water Bureau is currently in the process of 
planning the most efficient integration of the Powell Valley wells into the. rest of the 
water system which will give the bureau an additional independent source of 
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groundwater to help meet system demands. 5 The Powell Valley wells could be used 
within a few week of the start of an extreme emergency. The SSP outlines the 
bureau's supply options. A discussion of the SSP is included on page 44. 
In addition to the SSP, an Emergency Action Plan for the groundwater system will be 
developed during the next fiscal year to address specific threats. The plan will 
describe specific actions and guidance for responding to an emergency involving the 
groundwater system. Protocols for the entire water supply and distribution system 
currently exist in our Emergency Operations Plan. The protocols for the entire system 
that would be used in the event of an emergency involving groundwater are outlined 
below: 

Earthquake - Many of the Water Bureau's facilities are vulnerable to a large 
earthquake. However, an eanhquake with an epicenter near the Bull Run system may 
not destroy the well field. A large earthquake would likely damage many transmission 
or distribution pipes, which would cause temporary water curtailment in portions of 
the service area until the pipes were replaced. Because of Portland's many pressure 
zones and isolation valves, it may be possible to localize the effect of some pipe 
failures. A large earthquake would likely cause an emergency that would be 
designated as, per the Emergency Operations Plan, a Level II Major Emergency, or a 
Level III Catastrophic Emergency. Either one of these designations would trigger a 
response from outside the affected area, and Mutual Aid Agreements would likely be 
invoked. 

Flooding - All of the bureau's Columbia South Shore wells are within MCDD No. 1 .  
The Water Bureau has prepared a map of the CSSWF and the elevation of the 
discharge heads. Most of the wells could have some damage if the levees failed and 
the Columbia River level reached 30 feet above mean sea level (MSL). The worst 
damage would be to electrical control and supply equipment and instrumentation. 
Almost all of the wells have submersible motors which would not be affected by 
flooding, however, most well sites have transformers and/or electrical control panels 
unprotected from flooding at ground level. The Groundwater Pump Station, at about 
23 feet above MSL, is vulnerable to flooding if the levees were to fail. The 
groundwater system is, therefore, largely dependent on MCDD No l's levees and 
pumps. The bureau has agreements in place to assist MCDD in flood emergencies. 
MCDD's record has been good. During the 1996 flood-the worst in 40 years-the 
levees held and there was no damage to the wells. In fact, the groundwater system 
was used during the February 1996 flood when heavy rainfall resulted in high 
turbidity in the Bull Run water supply. 

50n July 1, 2005, Portla;,d annexed the former Powell Valley Road Water District in southeast Portland. 
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Breaching or overtopping of the MCDD levees would likely cause an emergency hat 
would be designated as, per the Emergency Operations Plan, a Level II Major 
Emergency or a Level III Catastrophic Emergency. Either one of these designations 
would trigger a response from outside the affected area, and Mutual Aid Agreements 
would likely be invoked. 

Power Failure - The Portland Water Bureau's main water supply, the Bull Run 
system, can deliver water to most customers by gravity. The groundwater system 
requires electric power for both well pumps, and for the Groundwater Pump Station, 
which pumps water from the Groundwater Storage Tank to in-town storage at 
Powell Butte. 

Electric power is supplied by two utilities - East of NE 122•d it is Portland General 
Electric, and West of 122•d it is PacifiCorp (doing business as Pacific Power in 
Portland). When power to the CSSWF is lost, it can often be restored in about 8 to 24 
hours (based on experience to-date). When the groundwater system is used as a 
supplemental supply to the Bull Run system during the summer, the response to loss 
of power to the CSSWF will be to temporarily increase production from Bull Run 
(according to the terms and conditions of the bureau's Bull Run Water Supply Habitat 
Conservation Plan), until power is restored. 

In the unlikely event that power is lost to the CSSWF when the Bull Run supply is 
unavailable, water can be supplied from in-town storage. About 2 to 3 days' worth of ( 
average winter demand is normally available in storage. Pressures would decline as 
storage levels were drawn down. Under most circumstances, power would be restored 
before storage was exhausted. The bureau's Power Loss Contingency Plan will address 
all of these issues. 

Contamination - The Columbia South Shore Well Field Wellhead Protection Risk 
Analysis prepared by Water Bureau Senior Engineer Jeff Leighton in January 2001 
identifies the Blue Lake Aquifer and Troutdale Sandstone Aquifer wells in the east 
and south-south east portion of the well field as most susceptible to contaminant 
releases, primarily from existing facilities. The producing aquifers in these particular 
areas are the most susceptible because protective fine-grained confining units are thin 
and/or absent in this portion of the well field. 

Aquifers in the CSSWF are generally more vulnerable to halogenated solvents and 
other chemicals that are denser than water. This type of chemical, when spilled onto 
the ground, can travel through the vadose zone and contaminate groundwater. These 
chemicals have low viscosities and interfacial tension with respect to water, are 
soluble in water at concentrations much higher than respective regulatory limits, and 
degrade very slowly once in the aquifer. 
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In the event of a contamination spill, notification to re�ponding entities would begin, 
following the bureau's Emergency Operations Plan. One of the first calls would be to 
the Oregon Emergency Response System which helps coordinate state resources. 
Responsibilities for cleanup action would depend on the type of spill. 

The Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (ODEQ) will likely be the lead 
agency for spills on private property. They would provide guidance, review, and 
enforcement to lead the responsible party to perform cleanups. CSSWF is already 
designated as a vulnerable area by ODEQ(environmental cleanup site information 
(ECSI) Site # 1527) and is subject to the conditions of a Remediation Partnership 
Agreement between the city and ODEQ, both of which would result in an expedited 
response from ODEQin the event of a spill or release that threatened the well field. 

For spills in the right-of-way within Portland, the Portland Fire Bureau would take 
the lead. 

For spills on Water Bureau property, bureau staff would notify ODEQand begin 
planning the cleanup, with outside assistance depending on the size and nature of the 
spill. The city's BES has a Special Waste Section that has the skills and responsibility 
to respond to and clean up non-emergency spills. The bureau would request the help 
of BES, particularly when the cleanup involves discharging treated wastewater to the 
sanitary sewer. 

For contamination of an individual well, the Water Bureau would either hire a well 
services company or work with BES's Special Waste Section to obtain services. The 
bureau has contracts with several well services firms that can be used to respond to 
well, pump, and motor contingencies, including cleanup, flushing, TV inspection and 
well rehabilitation. 

Both the Water Bureau Laboratory and BES's laboratory are available to analyze 
samples to help plan and assess cleanup efforts. 

The Federal Bureau of investigation and/or the Portland Police Bureau would respond 
to intentional contamination of the water system. 

Some contamination of groundwater aquifers may occur without prior knowledge of 
a specific spill. The Water Bureau has an extensive system of monitoring wells in 
place. The monitoring wells serve as an early warning system. Data from Bureau 
monitoring wells, for example, helped confirm that contamination from groundwater 
remediation sites managed by ODEQhas not migrated to bureau production wells. 

In the event that curtailment actions are needed as a result of an emergency or other 
type of incident, the Bureau has a developed a curtailment plan as part of its Water 
Management and Conservation Plan required by the Oregon Water Resources 
Department. Portland has had very few water shortages requiring curtailment during 
its history. The 1992 drought is the best example of a time when Portland had to call 
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on customers to curtail water use because the backup groundwater supply was 
unavailable. Below are the four stages of alert identified for this plan. 

Level 1 - Mild Alert 

Level 2 - Voluntary Curtailment Measures 

Level 3 - Mandatory Curtailment Measures 

Level 4 - Critical Water Shortage 

Triggers for the different levels of curtailment are determined by the bureau's ability 
to meet anticipated demand for the time of year and the terminal storage volume. The 
Curtailment Plan matrix can be found in Appendix J and includes the stages of alert, 
triggers, and implementation measures. 

Key Personnel/Notification Roster 

The Water Bureau is responsible for providing water throughout its service territory 
including providing water oh a wholesale basis to 19 districts and cities. The water 
system includes sources, treatment, transmission, and distribution systems. 

At the time of a significant city- or region-wide emergency, the Portland Water 
Bureau must organize and marshal its resources to protect water supply facilities, the 
public and bureau employees; assess the nature and scope of the event's impact on 
bureau operations; implement emergency repairs; restore water service to all 
customers as quickly as possible; and coordinate efforts with other city bureaus and 
offices as well as local, state, and federal agencies. 

The Water Bureau has developed three locations that can be used as the Water 
Control Center for all of the bureau's facilities. This provides redundancy and 
flexibility in controlling facilities during contingencies. For example the groundwater 
system can be operated from the Groundwater Pump Station or the Water Control 
Center at the Operations Interstate facility. 

To fulfill its role during disasters and in accordance with the city's requirement to 
utilize the Incident Command System (ICS), the Bureau has established an Emergency 
Management Organization that assigns individual groups to specific emergency 
functions. This organization includes Emergency Response Teams, Field Staging 
Areas, a Bureau Emergency Operations Center, and the city Emergency Operations 
Center (Figure 4.1). 
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Figure 5· 1. Emergency Organizational Structure 

Each level of the Emergency Management Organization has a designated role and 
specific responsibilities assigned to it. The activities of the entire organization must be 
fully integrated and each level must have a high level of confidence that the other 
levels will perform their assigned roles. All emergency calls are taken through our 
24-hour security dispatch number: 503-823-6084. The appropriate individual is 
contacted based on the event. 

Provisions for Plan Testing, Review, and Update 

The Emergency Operations Plan (EOP) has been recently updated and an Emergency 
Action Plan for groundwater is in the process of being developed. The bureau also has 
a Emergency Response Plan for Hazardous Materials that outlines specific responses 
for any hazardous chemical release. All Water Bureau personnel are trained in basic 
ICS. The Water Bureau regularly conducts exercises to test its EOP and also 
participates in regional exercises to maintain coordination and communication among 
the regional water providers and responders. One recent regional exercise involved a 
scenario that impacted the groundwater pump station (loss of power) and a conduit 
from Bull Run as well as other impacts to other major water systems. The region's 
water demands were able to be met under exercise conditions. 
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Public Education 

Public education is critical during an emergency and times when the city uses its 
groundwater source. Every time groundwater is used, press releases are issued and 
critical facilities, such as kidney dialysis centers, hospitals and high-tech industries, 
are notified. The CSSW WPP also has an outreach component to both residents and 
businesses, highlighting the importance of the well field and how to protect it. The 
CSSW WPP includes city and state phone numbers to report a chemical spill. 

Logistical and Financial Resources 

The bureau has permanent staff and funds allocated to manage the well field, 
implement its CSSW WPP and respond to emergencies. The bureau has its own 
Emergency Manager and Incident Command System protocol. Operators, Water 
Quality Inspectors, regulatory compliance specialists, a geologist, and engineers 
monitor and maintain the groundwater system throughout the year. 

Coordination with Other Cities, Counties, and Businesses Using Chemicals 

The bureau's Emergency Manager coordinates emergency response with other cities 
and counties. In addition, the city, along with Gresham and Fairview, is a member of 
the Regional Water Providers Consortium, which has been facilitating improved 
coordination and communication among water providers and other emergency 
personnel in emergency response and coordination. Regional exercises and training ( 
have strengthened the coordination among water providers and the adjacent counties. 
The bureau also participates in the city's Stormwater Spill Committee, which provides 
a forum for communication and notification about spills that could affect 
groundwater and surface water. It is also through this venue that we educate 
emergency responders from local, state and federal agencies about the wellhead 
protection area. The City of Portland participates in the Regional Emergency 
Managers Technical Committee - a group that conducts work and coordination to 
improve regional emergency management. Staff from the bureau and Regional Water 
Providers Consortium participates in these meetings. 

As part of compliance with the CSSW WPP, businesses that are regulated under the 
program are strongly encouraged to prepare an Operations and Maintenance Plan to 
assure optimum performance of containment devi�es and minimize potential for 
spills, leaks, and other sources of hazardous materials or fuels. Businesses are required 
to prepare a Facility Information Report that includes a site plan of locations of 
hazardous materials, transportation routes, locations of storm drains, dry wells or 
sumps, and the location and description of control valves or other devices to stop 
spills from leaving a site. Locations of emergency spill containment and cleanup kits 
are also required. 
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Seasonal Water Supply Augmentation and Contingency Plan (SSP) 

During the .summer months, when demand is highest, the city relies primarily on 
water from the Bull Run System stored in two reservoirs. As the reservoirs are drawn 
down in the summer, there may be a need to augment the Bull Run supply with 
groundwater. The SSP (Appendix F) outlines the strategy the city uses when weather 
and system demands strain the Bull Run supply. The SSP relies on a combination of 
demand and weather forecasting to examine supply scenarios used in making 
decisions such as activating the well field as an augmentation supply. The hierarchy 
for supply is outlined in Table 5-1 (an example from the 2007 SSP). The well field is 
considered a baseline augmentation resource to be used after the Bull Run supply, 
certain wholesale offloads, and conservation. A similar analysis approach would be 
used in a supply emergency. 

Pumping groundwater in the summer contributes to supply reliability, including 
meeting seasonal peak daily demand and/or making up seasonal supply deficits. If 
seasonal forecasting indicates a potential supply deficit, pumping groundwater early 
in the summer helps the Bureau meet demands without abrupt changes in water 
quality by maintaining the "blend ratio" of groundwater to Bull Run water at a 
relatively low and consistent level. Maintaining this blend ratio minimizes.impacts on 
water-quality-sensitive customers, aesthetics, and customer inconveniences associated 
with water quality fluctuations in the. system. Using the well system at less than its 
maximum yield increases the operational flexibility. 
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Table 5-1.  Portland Water System Baseline, Augmentation, and Seasonal Contingency Resource 
Availabililv for Peak Season 2007 

Seasonal Water Supply 
Resources 

Baseline Primary Resources 

• Conservation 

• Bull Run 

- Streamflow 

-Reservoirs 1 and 2 

Baseline Augmentation 
Resources 

• Columbia South Shore Wells 

SGA, BLA and TSA Wells 

• Bull Run Lake Increment # 1 
above elevation 3, 1 65 feet 

Contingency- Tier 1 

• Bull Run Lake Increment #2 
(elevation 3, 1 65 to 3, 1 52 
feet) 

• Voluntary Curtailment 

• Clackamas River Water 
lntertie 

Table continued on next page. 

Contingency Plan 

Potenllal Rate of 
Use (mgd}• 

Incorporated into 
demand forecast 

Incorporated into 
draw down 
forecast 

Variable 

102 I 92 I 82 mgd 

(30 / 90 /  1 51 days) 

30 mgd 

30 mgd 

lO mgd 

4.5 mgd 

Pofentlal Use Period 
Potential Peak Season (Duration = 151  days, 
Volume (bg)b 6/1-10/29} 

Incorporated into Duration 
demand forecast 

Incorporated into Duration 
drawdown forecast 

9 .9 bg (usable storage) Duration 

( 
3.1 I 8.6 I 1 3.6 bg Duration 

(30 I 90 I 1 5 1  days) 

Up to 0.7 bg depending 1 0-23 days (not 
on starting lake surface permitted to release 
elevation Prior to Julv 1 51 

Up to 1 .8 bg depending 60 days 
on starting lake surface 
elevation 

0.3 bg 30 days (before 
September 1 )  

0.7 bg Duration 
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Table 5-1.  Portland Waler System Baseline, Augmentation, and Seasonal Contingency Resource 
Availability for Peak Season 2007 continued ' 

Seasonal Water Supply 
Resources 

Contingency- Tier 2 

• Powell Valley Wells 

(in the former Powell Valley 
Road Waler District service 
area) 

• Bull Run Lake Increment #3 

(elevation 3, 1 52 to 3. 1 43 
feet) 

• Milwaukie lnlerlie (with 
portable ·pump) 

• Emergency Wholesale 
Demand Offloads 

• Mandatory Curtailment 

• Additional draft of Bull Run 
Reservoirs 1 & 2 below 9.9 
bg usable sloraQe 

0 mgd - million gallons a day 
b bg - billion gallons 

Potential Rate of 
Use (mad) 

2.5 mgdc 

30 mgd 

2 mgd 

7.5 mgd 

30 mgd 

1 5 mgd 

Unspecified 

Potential Use Period 
Potential Peak Season · (Duration = 151 days, 
Volume (bn' 6/1-10/29) 

0. 1 I 0.2 I 0.3 bg Duration 

(30 I 90 I 1 5 1  days) 

Up to 1 .  1 bg depending 37 days 
on starting lake surface 
elevation 

0.3 bg Duration 

(less the 20 hottest 
days) 

1 . 1  bg Duration 

0.9 bg 30 days (before 

0.45 bg 
September 1 )  

30 days (after 
September 1 )  

Unspecified Unspecified 

0 The currently available ca pacify of the Powell Valley wells Is approximately 2.5 mgd, based on the need to perform 
significant electrical and/or mechanical upgrades to three of the six wells before they can be put into service. 
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Winter Turbidity Emergency Response Plan 

For winter groundwater use, the Bureau has a winter turbidity response plan 
(Appendix G) that is activated when turbidity levels on the Bull Run system approach 
or exceed the regulatory limit of 5 nephelometric turbidity units. When this happens, 
the Bull Run system is inactivated, and groundwater becomes the city's primary 
supply. In the unlikely event that groundwater is unusable at the same time that the 
Bull Run is unusable, some supply is available from the Bull Run reservoirs and 
neighboring water providers (see Table 5-1). Curtailment measures would most likely 
be implemented until either source could return on-line. 

Annual Well Field Pumping Plan 

The bureau prepares an annual well field pumping plan that describes current 
agreements with ODEQconcerning monitoring, and provides additional details about 
well field operations. 

Section 6 - Procedure for Ensuring Future Public Water Needs 

The existing wellhead protection area delineation and protection program boundary 
includes delineation performed for all existing planned/future wells in the CSSWF. 
This includes Well 38, currently under construction as well as up to five additional 
wells that could be constructed west of Interstate 205 on land currently owned by the 
Port of Portland. Assuming these are the only wells that would be constructed, no 
further delineation work would be required in the CSSWF. The minimum 100-foot 
radius of land ownership or control would be established around each well head in 
accordance with Oregon Administrative Rule 333. 

Should future wells be sited that may have a 30-year time-of-travel boundary that is 
beyond the existing boundary, the city would use its numerical groundwater flow 
model to perform an updated delineation, and then would institute a program 
amendment process, and a program recertification. 

The bureau is currently conducting a new delineation of the Powell Valley wells. 
Once that work is complete and a new boundary is adopted, the bureau will update 
the CSSW WPP to reflect the new boundary. 
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Section 7 - Public Partici pation 

Program Development 

The development of the updated Protection Program began in early 2000 with an 
extensive stakeholder group representing varied interests, regulatory agencies and the 
affected cities (Appendix H). The committee's purpose was to promote inter
jurisdictional consistency on technical and policy issues in order to ensure long-term 
use of the CSSWF as a high-quality drinking water source. 

The committee met monthly for about 18 months and worked on the groundwater 
assessment and protection program development phase and the public involvement 
process. Each meeting scheduled time for public comment. 

During this process, the committee developed a slide show and made presentations to 
· neighborhood groups. Letters were sent to businesses offering to give presentations. 
CH2MHill, a consultant for the Protection Program, conducted business interviews to 
identify business concerns with the program. 

In May 2001 business and industry representatives formed the Business and Industry 
Group (BIG) (Appendix H) to share information and assist the Coordinating 
Committee. BIG was instrumental in drafting regulatory language and giving needed 
support to the program. With BIG's input, the committee developed a program that 
maximized risk reduction for the investments made by business, 'reduced duplication 
and/or conflict with other regulations, and created a timeline and regulatory 
mechanism that was reasonable and practical for businesses. The result was a practical 
regulatory program that met the Portland Water Bureau's needs for groundwater . 
protection and was fully supported by the regulated businesses. 

In 2002, prior to program adoption, Portland, Gresham and Fairview sponsored public 
workshops to discuss the proposal with interested community members. A brochure 
was sent to all tax lots and property owners in the protection area prior to the 
workshops. The brochure highlighted the prospective groundwater protection 
program, described the groundwater resource to be protected, and gave information 
on workshop dates and how to get involved (Appendix I). 

Current Public Outreach Efforts 

As outlined in Section 4, the Portland Water Bureau is working with the CSWC and 
the CCA to provide outreach to the non-regulated and regulated community. These 
efforts will continue into the future. Bureau staff is currently working on new five
year contracts to ensure that we provide educational and technical outreach to the 
community. Any future updates or changes to the CSSW WPP will include a public 
involvement process. 
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Section 8 - Future Updates 

The program and Plan will be updated approximately once every five years from the 
date of certification, or as needed, based on an assessment of the success of the new 
program and any changes that may occur that affect the well field and its protection 
program, such as the inclusion of the Powell Valley wells. The update may be in the 
form of a letter to ODEQrequesting recertification which documents changes to the 
original Plan. Should the Plan changes be significant, an updated Plan would be 
submitted. 
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Land Use Maps for Portland, Gresham, and Fairview 
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Appendix B 

Approving Ordinances and Support Letters from RMAs 

• City of Portland ordinance - Chapter 21 .35, Wellhead Protection 

• City of Gresham ordinance - Section 3.65.010 Establishment of Wellhead 
Protection Areas and Wellhead Protection Program Reference Manual 

• City of Fairview ordinance - Title 16, Environmental Regulations, Chapter 16. 10, 
Wellhead Protection 

• City of Gresham support letter 

• City of Fairview support letter 



Chapter 21.35 Wellhead P1·otection - City of Portland 

-Note 
(Added by Ordinance No. 177668, effective July 1 ,  2003.) 

21.35.010 Establishment of Wellhead Protection Area. 

- ----------·· -----

The Bureau of Water Works is authorized to establish wellhead protection areas in order 
to regulate the storage, handling, use and transportation of materials that could 
contaminate groundwater. The Bureau of Water Works shall establish the boundaries of 
wellhead protection areas based on the best available information about the dynamics of 
the aquifers that existing and future wells tap, the time-of-travel of hazardous materials 
and other relevant factors. The Bureau shall publish a map of all designated wellhead 
protection areas, shall certify copies to other city bureaus, and shall make such maps 
available to the public upon request and otherwise take steps, in its discretion, to 
publicize the availability of the maps to residences and businesses within the wellhead 
protection area. The Bureau of Water Works may alter the boundaries of a wellhead 
protection area ifthe information on which existing boundaries are based changes. 
Proposed changes to a wellhead protection area shall be adopted by rulemaking as set 
forth in Section 21 .35 .090 

21.35.020 Storage, Handling, Use and Transpo1·tation of Hazard Materials -
Reporting. 

A. The Bureau of Water Works shall have the authority to designate materials as 
hazardous and to require all persons or businesses possessing or using hazardous 
materials within the wellhead protection area to make annual reports to the Bureau 
concerning the types and quantity of hazardous materials stored, handled, used or 
transported, the storage and containment provisions for hazardous materials, and related 
information, including but not limited to a site plan indicating the location of hazardous 
materials manufactured, generated, stored or used, information indicatilig the location of 
drains, capacities of containment systems, drainage utility shut-off, and topographical 
information. If the Bureau of Water Works establishes reporting requirements, persons or 
businesses shall submit required information to the Bureau of Water Works in accordance 
with the schedule established in the Reference Manual. If another bureau is designated to 
receive reports on behalf of the Bureau of Water Works, and if it is deemed practical by 
both bureaus, reporting requirements and reports may be combined. 

B. Failure to submit a complete report within the timeframe established in the Reference 
Manual constitutes a violating and shall be subject to enforcement pursuant to Section 
21 .35.050 of this Chapter. 

21.35.030 Storage, Handling, Use and Transportation of Hazardous Materials -
Standards. 
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(Amended by Ordinance No. 1 80917, effective May 26, 2007.) 

A. Initial standards for the storage, handling, use and transportation of hazardous 
materials are contained in the Well Field Wellhead Protection Program Reference 
Manual, adopted as administrative rules concurrently with this Code. The Bureau of 
Water Works shall have the authority hereafter to promulgate rules pursuant to Section 
21 .35.090 to set or amend standards, including the standards found within the Reference 
Manual, for the storage, handling, use and transportation of hazardous materials that may 
be used within the wellhead protection area. The Bureau's authority to set standards shall 
extend to designation of materials as hazardous to groundwater quality, to storage, 
handling use, transportation,.and containment of such materials both inside and outside 
structures, including equipment or devices for preventing and controlling spills or 
releases of such materials beyond containment vessels. Rules adopted under this Section 
of the water code shall be compiled in the Reference Manual. 

B. Upon the effective date of this Chapter, existing businesses and individuals not in 
compliance with the standards set pursuant to this Chapter of the Code, shall bring their 
operations into compliance with applicable standards in accordance with the schedule 
established in the Reference Manual. 

C. Within 1 5  months of the program effective date, the Water Bureau shall collect 
information on the number of existing, non-conforming businesses that will be required 
to upgrade operations to comply with the requirements of Subsection 2 1 .35.030 B.  Data 
gathered by the Water Bureau shall include information on the specific scope and extent 
of improvements required pursuant to Subsection 21 .35.030 B.  and shall be collected 
during routine inspections performed by Portland Fire & Rescue. 

D. The Water Bureau and Bureau of Environmental Services shall evaluate collected 
information, in consultation with affected business and property owners, and business 
organizations to determine if improvements required by Subsection 21 .35.030 B.  are 
protective of water quality within the Wellhead Protection Area and Columbia Slough 
watershed. The Water Bureau and Bureau of Environmental Services will report to 
Council the results of this evaluation before January 1, 2005. 

E. 
1. Site plans or permits for projects to bring existing non-complying operations into 
compliance with the standards of this Chapter and the Reference Manual shall not be 
subject to additional review by Bureau of Environmental Services to address source 
control issues of the City Stormwater Management Manual (SWMM). 

2. The exemption from Bureau of Environmental Services review in Subsection· 
21 .35.030 E. l ., shall not apply where a business or property owner cannot manage 
increased stormwater resulting from modifications required to comply with the wellhead 
protection requirements entirely on-site. If such drainage cannot be managed on-site and 
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will drain to a City sewer, a City sewer easement, or a City right-of-way, the permit shall 
have a BES source control review to assess impact to the Columbia Slough which may 
result in additional source protection measures beyond the Reference Manual Best 
Management Practices to address the increases in stormwater drainage. The requirements 
of Subsection 21 .35 .030 E.2. shall remain in effect until January 1, 2005. 
Nothing in this provision shall exempt any site plan or permit from stormwater 
management requirements contained in sections of the Stormwater Management Manual 
that are not related to source control (source control requirements are currently contained 
in Chapter 4) or from future source control review criteria that may become required by 
state or federal law beyond the scope of requirements in the 2002 SWMM. 
Nothing in this provision shall exempt any person from the requirements of City Code 
Chapter 1 7.34 related to industrial wastewater discharges to the City's sewer system or 
from the requirements of the NPDES permit program. 

21.35.040 Stomge, Handling, Use and Transportation of Hazardous Materials -
Inspections. 

(Amended by Ordinance No. 1 80917, effective May 26, 2007.) 

A. The Bureau of Water Works may conduct inspections of businesses that store, 
handle, use or transport hazardous materials to ascertain compliance with the standards of 
this Chapter, including but not limited to the types, quantities and locations of hazardous 
materials, primary and secondary containment facilities, and the existence of spill 
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prevention and spill control equipment or devices. For purposes of exercising this ( 
authority, the Bureau shall adopt policy regarding the necessary qualifications for those 
who conduct inspections and the frequency, priority, and type of inspection of businesses 
based on, among other things, the degree of risk to water quality in the well field, history 
of violations, characteristics of the use, and the availability of budgeted funds and staff. 

B. Inspections may be initiated as the result of a complaint or referral, at any time the 
Bureau has reason to believe there is a violation, or as defined by a routine schedule for 
compliance. Inspections and re-inspections will be used to determine if an operation is in 
compliance with this Chapter. 

C. Inspections may involve a review of equipment, structures and operating practices; 
records or plan review; interviews with operators; and photo documentation. As such, 
businesses shall allow representatives of the Bureau, upon presentation of credentials, to: 
1. Inspect at reasonable times any facilities, equipment, practices or operations regulated 
or required under the provisions of this Chapter; 

2. Enter the premises where hazardous materials are being managed, or where records 
may be kept under the provisions of this Chapter. The owner/operator must make 
necessary arrangements to allow access without delay; and 

3. Have access to and copy, at reasonable times, any records that must be kept under the 
provisions of this Chapter. 



D. If a business refuses or declines to allow an inspection or re-inspection under 
Subsections 21 .35.040 C. 1 .-3 .. , the Water Bureau may seek an administrative warrant 
from Multnomah County Circuit Court to conduct such inspection or re-inspection. 

E. After inspection and upon finding that all standards of this Chapter have been met, the 
Bureau of Water Works shall issue a Certificate of Inspection to each business inspected 
under this Chapter, as provided in Section 21 .31 .050. 

F. In the event an inspection reveals a violation of the standards of this Chapter that 
cannot be resolved or corrected during the course of the inspection, the Bureau of Water 
Works shall follow the procedures set forth under Section 21 .35 .060, as applicable. 

G. The Water Bureau may enter into interagency agreements with Portland Fire & 
Rescue or other cify bureaus, or contract with other governments or private parties, to 
conduct inspections inside the Portland city limits. Subject to Council approval, the 
Water Bureau may enter into contracts with private entities or intergovernmental 
agreements with other municipal corporations for inspections in those portions of the 
wellhead protection area outside the City of Portland boundaries. 

21.35.050 Storage, Handling, Use and Transportation of Hazardous Matel'ials -
Certificates of Inspection. 

A. A Certificate oflnspection shall be valid until a subsequent inspection or review or 
until it is revoked. 

B. A Certificate of Inspection shall be kept on the premises at all times and be available 
for review by Bureau of Water Works personnel or other authorized City personnel. 

C. A Certificate oflnspection shall contain the following information: 

1. The address of the occupancy or facility, including exterior space utilized for storage, 
handling, use or transportation of hazardous materials; 

2. The name and address of the person or business occupying the facility; and 

3. A statement that the described occupancy complies with the applicable regulations and 
policies. 

· 

D. The issuance of a Certificate oflnspection does not suspend the applicability of any 
water regulations. 

E. The Certificate of Inspection is issued to the business owner/operator for the existing 
use at the location specified in the Certificate. It is not transferable. 

21.35.060 Enforcement. 
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(Amended by Ordinance No. 1 80917, effective May 26, 2007.) 

A. Violations. It shall be a violation to store, handle, use or transport hazardous 
materials in a manner contrary to the standards set by the Bureau of Water Works. 

B. Warning Letter. 
1 .  The Bureau may issue a Warning Letter that informs an individual or business of a 
violation, and the consequences of the violation or continued noncompliance. The letter 
may state the actions required to resolve the violation and may specify a reasonable time 
by which compliance is to be achieved. 

2. As part of a Warning Letter, and depending on the number or gravity ofviolation(s), 
the Bureau may require an individual or business to prepare and submit a Compliance 
Plan that establishes a reasonable timeframe for correcting the violation( s) or the 
implementation of alternative storage, handling, use, transportation, or containment 
practices that are capable of satisfying the standards of this Chapter. A Compliance Plan 
shall be subject to review and approval of the Bureau of Water Works, or a designated 
bureau. 

3. If an individual or business fails to take the steps necessary to come into compliance 
within the period specified in the Warning Letter, the Bureau may take further 
enforcement action pursuant to Subsection 21 .35.060 C .  
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C. Orders to Cure Violations, Civil Liability, Nuisances. ( 
1 .  If an individual or business fails to come into compliance in the time specified in a 
previously issued Warning Letter, or within a timefrani.e established in an approved 
Compliance Plan, the Bureau may issue an Order to Cure the violation and establish a 
final date for resolving the violation, after which Subsections 21 .35.060 D. and E. may be 
invoked. Failure to comply with an Order to Cure shall be a violation of law. 

2. If the Water Bureau finds that there is an imminent danger of a release of hazardous 
materials into the environment resulting from the violation of standards governing the 
storage, handling, use and transportation of a hazardous material, the Bureau may declare 
that a nuisance exists and may issue, without prior notice, an Order to Cure requiring 
immediate action to be taken to halt any activity causing such imminent danger, and 
directing the individual or business to immediately take steps correct any conditions 
contributing to the danger. 

3. If the individual or business subject to an Order to Cure issued pursuant to this section 
does not comply with the Order, the Bureau may: 
a. Revoke a Certificate oflnspection; 

b. Order the individual or business to cease the storage, handling, use or transportation of 
hazardous materials that are the subject of the violation until such time as the violation is 
corrected; 



c. Issue a Civil Penalty pursuant to Subsection 21 .35 .050 D.; or 

d. Undertake to correct any conditions contributing to the.imminent danger of a release 
of hazardous materials irito the environment. The costs of such action will be charged to 
the individual or business subject to such Order. 
4. The person or business subject to an Order to Cure issued under this Chapter may 
appeal said Order under Section 3 1 . 10. 1 50 in the same manner that an order of the Fire 
Marshal may be appealed. The Board of Fire Appeals shall handle any such appeal as 
provided in the Fire Code, except that the Board is not authorized to grant variances or 
adjustments under City Code Subsection 3 1 . 1 0. 1 50 I. 

5. Should hazardous material be released as a result of a violation, or as a result of a 
failure to correct a violation, the individual or business responsiqle for such spill shall be 
civilly liable for all costs incmTed by the City associated with cleaning up such release 
and all costs of any other City action reasonably determined to be necessary by the City 
to contain, control or clean-up the release or to protect the well field from contamination. D. Civil Penalty. 
1 .  In addition to any other fee or civil liability provided by law, the Bureau of Water may 
impose a civil penalty in an amount not to exceed $500 per day or two times the re
inspection fee that would otherwise have been collected, whichever is greater, for each 
day a violation continues to exist against any individual or business who does not comply 
with the provisions of this chapter. Each failure to comply with a separate regulatory 
standard shall be deemed a separate violation. 

· 

2. Any civil penalty imposed pursuant to this section shall become due and payable when 
the person incurring the penalty receives a notice in writing from the Bureau of Water or 
designated bureau. The notice referred to in this Subsection shall be sent by registered or 
certified mail and shall include: 
a. A reference to the particular Sections of the Chapter or Code Section or Reference 
Manual involved; 

b. A short and plain statement of the matters asserted or charged; 

c. A statement of the amount of the penalty or penalties imposed; and 

d. A statement of the right of the person to request a hearing. 
3. The owner or operator of a facility subject to this Section who is ordered to pay a civil 
penalty in accordance with this Section shall have the right to appeal the imposition of or 
amount of the penalty as provided by Section 3 1 . 10. 1 50 of this Code in the same manner 
that an order of the Fire Marshal may be appealed. The Board of Fire Appeals shall 
handle any such appeal as provided in the Fire Code, except that the Board is not 
authorized to grant variances or adjustments under City Code Subsection 3 1 .01 . 1 50 I. 
E. Legal Action. The City may bring an action in a court of proper jurisdiction, · 
including the Circuit Court of Multnomah County and the Federal District Court for the 
District of Oregon, to enforce any order to cure issued under this Chapter, collect any 
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penalty assessed under this Chapter, or recover any costs incurred pursuant to 
Subsections 21 .35.060 C.3. and 5. 

F. Re-inspection Fees. 
1. Any individual or business found in violation of law or any order under this Chapter 
and who fails to correct such violation or comply with such order within 30 days after 
receiving written notice from the Bureau of Water to do so, shall be charged and required 
to pay a re-inspection fee of: 
a. $ 100 if violations remain uncorrected at the time of the first re-inspection, 

b. $200 if violations remain uncorrected at the time of the second re-inspection, 

c. $400 for the third and subsequent re-inspections if violations remain uncorrected at 
that time. 
2. Re-inspection fees shall be in addition to any fees established by Council or the Water 
Bureau by rulemaking in the Well Field Wellhead Protection Program Reference 
Manual. Any person or business so charged a re-inspection fee that believes that the 
charges are inappropriate may appeal such charges pursuant to City Code Section 
3 1 . 10 . 150 in the same manner that an order of the Fire Marshal may be appealed. If the 
Water Bureau enforces this chapter through interagency agreement with Portland Fire & 
Rescue or another bureau, the fees charged by that bureau shall be in lieu of the fees 
described in this paragraph. 
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21.35.070 Inter-Agency Cooperation. ( 
(Amended by Ordinance No. 1 80917, effective May 26, 2007.) The Bureau of Water 
Works may enter into inter-agency agreements with Portland Fire & Rescue or other City 
bureaus to inspect premises, issue Certificates of Inspections, enforce standards, or 
otherwise administer this Wellhead Protection Code. If inter-agency agreements are 
made to enforce standards, and if circumstances make it practical, the Ce1iificates of 
Inspection issued under this chapter shall be combined with any certfficates of inspection 
or equivalent issued by the bureau enforcing this chapter. 

21.35.080 Building and Site Permit Review and Approval. 

No City building permit or other permit for site alterations, construction, building 
alterations, repairs, or other work involving or affecting the storage, handling, use, 
transportation, or containment of hazardous materials may be issued without the prior 
review and approval of the Bureau of Water Works. The Bureau of Water Works may 
approve any such permits only upon a finding that the activity proposed conforms with 
this Chapter and rules promulgated under this Chapter. Such plan review shall be 
conducted pursuant to City of Portland rules and practices for development review. 

21.35.090 Rulemaking. 



The Bureau of Water Works shall issue rules pursuant to authority granted in thiS chapter 
subject to the following process: 

A. Whenever the Administrator proposes to issue, rescind, or amend a rule or rules, the 
Administrator shall first publish notice of such intent in a newspaper of general 
circulation in the Portland metropolitan area. The notice shall include, at a minimum, the 
following: · 

1. A statement of the time and place of any public meeting on any proposal; 

2. A statement of the purpose of the proposal; 

3. Either the specific language of the proposal or a description of the proposal's contents; 

4. When language of the proposal is not included in the notice, the location at which 
copies of the full proposal may be read or obtained; 

5. The name of the person at the Bureau to whom questions about the proposal may be 
directed; and 

6. The announcement of the opportunity to provide written comments on the proposal to 
the Administrator·within 30 days of the date the notice is published. 

B. Forty-five days after publication of the notice, the Administrator shall hold a public 
meeting that shall record testimony and oral comments on any proposed rule(s). The 
Administrator may continue any such hearing to another date. 

C. After consideration of public comments and other relevant matters, the Administrator 
may issue the rules in final form. Notice of the issuance of the rules shall be given in a 
newspaper of general circulation in the same manner as the notice of a proposal to make, 
rescind, or amend rules. 

D. Unless otherwise stated in the rule, any rule shall become effective and enforceable 
upon issuance of the notice required in Subsection 2 1 .35.090 C. above and shall be filed 
in the Office of the City Auditor as well as in the office of the Water Bureau 
Administrator. 

E. Notwithstanding Subsections 21 .35.090 A.  - D. above, an interim rule may be adopted 
without prior notice and without following the procedure of those Subsections upon a 
finding by the Administrator that failure to act promptly will result in serious prejudice to 
the public interest. Any rule adopted pursuant to this Subsection shall be effective for a 
period of not longer than 1 80 days. 

Note: Ordinance No. 1 80917 dealt with the renaming of a City Bureau, no substantive 
changes were made to the code. 
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Section 3.65.01 O Establishment of Wellhead Protection Areas and Wellhead 
Protection Program Reference Manual 

City of Gres ham, Oregon 
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( 1) The council shall establish by resolution wellhead protection areas in order to regulate the 
storage, handling, use and transportation of hazardous materials that could contaminate 
groundwater. The council shall establish or make major revisions to the boundaries of wellhead 
protection areas based on the best available information about the dynamics of the aquifers that 
existing and future wells tap, the time-of-travel of hazardous materials, and other relevant factors. 
The manager shall publish a map of all designated wellhead protection areas and shall certify 
copies to city departments, and shall make such maps available to the public and to all persons 
within the wellhead protection area. The manager may make minor alterations to the boundaries of 
a wellhead protection area ifthe information on which existing boundaries are based is updated. 

'(2) The council, by resolution, shall adopt and amend a Wellhead Protection Program Reference 
Manual that shall apply to all Wellhead Protection Areas. The manager may make minor 
modifications to the .Wellhead Protection Program Reference Manual. 

(Ord. No. 1 559, Enacted, 1 2/03/2002) 

Section 3.65.020 Reporting. 

As required by the Wellhead Protection Program Reference Manual (Reference Manual), all 
persons storing, handling, using or transporting hazardous materials within the wellhead protection (. area shall make repo1ts to the city concerning the types and quantity of hazardous materials stored, 
handled, used or transported; storage and containment provisions for hazardous materials; a site 
plan indicating the location of hazardous materials manufactured, generated, stored, handled, used 
or transported, the location of drains, capacities of containment systems, drainage utility shut-off, 
and topographical information arid such other information as required by the Reference Manual. 
To the extent the city requires a similar report for other purposes, reporting requirements and 
reports may be combined. 

(Ord. No. 1 559, Enacted, 1 2/03/2002) 

Section 3.65.030 Standards. 

The Wellhead Protection Program Reference Manual shall set standards for storage, handling, and 
transportation of hazardous materials within the wellhead protection area. The standards shall 
include the designation of materials as hazardous to water quality, including the quantity of such 
materials; requirements for the storage, handling, transportation and containment of such materials 
both inside and outside structures; requirements for equipment and devices to prevent and control 
spills or releases of such materials beyond containment vessels; the schedule for submitting 
reports; and such other matters necessary for the purpose of implementing GRC Article 3 .65. 

(Ord. No. 1 559, Enacted, 1 2/03/2002) 

Section 3.65.040 Inspections. 
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(1) The city may conduct inspections of property where hazardous materials are stored, 
handled, used or transported to ascertain compliance with GRC Article 3 .65, including but not 
limited to the types, quantities and locations of hazardous materials, primary and secondary 
containment fucilities, and the existence of spill prevention and spill control equipment or devices. 

(2) Inspections may be initiated as the result of a complaint, referral, a routine schedule for 
inspection, application for a business license, commencement of operations or if there is reason to 
believe there is a violation. Reinspection may occur to ensure compliance . Inspections will be 
used to determine if a person is in compliance with GRC Article 3 .65 . 

(3) Inspections may involve a review of facilities, equipment, structures, practices and 
operations; records or plan review; interviews with operators; and photo documentation. As such, 
a person shall allow representatives of the City, at reasonable times and upon presentation of 
credentials, to: 

(a) Enter the premises where hazardous materials are being stored, handled, used or transported, 
or where records may be kept under the provisions of GRC Article 3.65. The owner/operator shall 
make necessary arrangements to allow access without delay; and 

(b) Inspect any facilities, equipment, structures, practices and operations regulated or required 
under the provisions ofGRC Article 3.65; . 

(c) Have access to and copy any records that must be kept under the provisions of GRC Article 
3.65. 

(Ord. No. 1602, Amended, 04/01/2005, Prior Text; Ord. No. 1 559, Enacted, 
1 2/03/2002) 

Section 3.65.050 Violations and Enforcement. 

(I) Violations 

(a) It shall be unlawful to store, handle, use or transport hazardous materials in a manner 
contrary to GRC Article 3.65 or the Reference Manual. 

(b) The storage, handling, use or transport of hazardous materials in a manner contrary to GRC 
Article 3.65 or the Reference Manual is a public nuisance. 

(c) Failure to submit a required report or failure to submit a complete report as required by the 
Reference Manual shall be a violation. 

(d) Failure to comply with the requirements ofGRC 3.65.040(3) relating to inspections shall be 
a violation. 

(e) Failure to develop, obtain approval, or meet the requirements of an approved compliance 
plan required by GRC 3.65 .050(3) shall be a violation. 

(2) Enforcement 

(a) A violation of any provision of GRC Article 3.65 is a Class A violation. 
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(b) The manager may take any enforcement action authorized by GRC Article 7.50 (Penalties 
and Abatement). 

( c) Should a hazardous material be released as a result of a violation, or as a result of a failure to 
correct a violation, the person or business responsible for such spill shall be civilly liable for all 
costs associated with cleaning up such spill and any other action pursuant to GRC Article 3.65 
necessary to ensure that the wellfield is protected from contamination. 

(d) To the maximum extent practicable the City will work cooperatively with a person or 
business to achieve voluntary compliance with the provisions of GRC Article 3.65. 

(3) Compliance Plan for Non-conforming Uses 

Persons not in compliance with GRC Article 3.65 or the Reference Manual when adopted or 
amended shall bring their operations into compliance within the timeframe established in the 
Reference Manual. 

(Ord. No. 1 559, Enacted, 1 2/03/2002) 

Section 3.65.060 Building and Site Permit Review and Approval .  

Plans for site alterations, construction, alterations, repairs, o r  other work involving or affecting the 
storage, handling, use, transportation or containment of hazardous materials shall be reviewed and 
approved by the manager prior to issuance of a permit for site work or of a building permit. 
Review shall be for conformance with GRC Article 3.65. 

(Ord. No. 1602, Amended, 04/01/2005, Prior Text; Ord. No. 1 559, Enacted, 
1 2/03/2002) 

Section 3.65.070 Inspection Fees. 

The Council, by resolution, shall establish fees for inspection, reinspection, pennit review, 
reporting and other functions that may be required by GRC Article 3.65. 

(Ord. No. 1 559, Enacted, 1 2/03/2002) 
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City of Fairview - Title 1 6  
ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS 

Sections: 

Chapter 1 6.10 
WELLHEAD PROTECTION 

1 6. 1 0.01 O Definitions - Establishment of wellhead protection areas and wellhead 
protection program reference manual. 

· 1 6. 1 0.020 Storage, handling, use and transportation of hazardous materials -
Reporting. 

1 6. 1 0.030 Storage, handling, use and transportation of hazardous materials -
Standards. 

1 6. 1 0. 040 Storage, handling, use and transportation of hazardous materials -
Inspections. 

1 6 . 1 0. 050 Violations, penalties, and enforcement. 

1 6. 1 0.060 Compliance required. 

1 6 . 1 0.070 Building and site permit review and approval. 

1 6. 1 0. 080 Inspection fees. 

1 6.1 0.010 Definitions - Establishment of wellhead protection areas and 
wellhead protection program reference manual. 

A Definitions. For purposes of this chapter, the following words have the 
meaning described: 

"Administrator" means the city administrator or the administrator's designee. 

"City" means the city of Fairview. 

"Council" means the Fairview city council. 

"Hazardous materials" means those hazardous materials identified in the city's 
reference manual. 

"Person" means any natural person, association, trust, partnership, company, 
firm or corporation, or other entity. 
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"Reference manual" means the wellhead protection program reference manual. 

"Wellfield protection areas" means those areas whose boundaries are described 
in the reference manual. 

8. The council shall establish by resolution wellhead protection areas where the 
storage, handling, use and transportation of hazardous materials that could 
contaminate groundwater may be regulated. The council shall establish the 
boundaries of wellhead protection areas based on the information about aquifer 
dynamics. The administrator shall cause a map of all designated wellhead 
protection areas to be published and make such maps available to the public. 

C. The council ,  by resolution, shall adopt a reference manual applicable to all 
wellhead protection areas in the city. (Ord. 1 2-2002 § 2) 

1 6.1 0.020 Storage, handling, use and transportation of hazardous materials 
- Reporting. 

The city shall require any person or business storing, handling, using or 
transporting hazardous materials within the wellhead protection areas to report to 
the city based on the standards and requirements established in this chapter and 
the reference manual. The reports shall address the following requirements: 

A The types and quantity of hazardous materials stored, handled, used or 
transported; 

8. Storage and containment provisions for hazardous materials; 

C. A site plan indicating the location of hazardous materials manufactured, 
generated, stored, handled, used or transported; 

D. The location of drains; 

E. Capacities of containment and treatment systems; 

F. Utility shut-off; 

G. Topographical information; and 

H. Such other information as the city may require. (Ord. 1 2-2002 § 2) 

16.10.030 Storage, handling, use and transportation of hazardous materials 
- Standards. 
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The city shall set standards in the reference manual for the hazardous materials 
that may be stored, handled, used or transported within the wellhead protection 
areas. The standards shall include: 

A The designation of materials as hazardous to water quality; 

B. The quantity of hazardous materials that may be stored, handled, used, or 
transported within the wellhead protection area without reporting such materials 
to the city; 

C. Requirements for the storage, handling, use, transportation and containment 
of such materials both inside and outside structures; 

D. Requirements for equipment and devices to prevent and control spills or 
releases of such materials beyond containment vessels; 

E. The schedule for submitting reports; and 

F. Such other matters as the city deems necessary for the purpose of 
implementing this chapter. (Ord. 1 2-2002 § 2) 

1 6.1 0.040 Storage, handling, use and transportation of hazardous materials 
- Inspections. 

A Within designated wellhead protection areas and on property where 
hazardous materials are or may be stored, handled, used or transported, the city 
may conduct inspections to ascertain compliance with the requirements of this 
chapter and the reference manual, including but not limited to the types, 
quantifies and locations of hazardous materials, primary and secondary 
containment facilities, and the existence of spill prevention and spill control 
equipment or devices. 

· 

B. Inspections will be used to determine if a person is in compliance with the 
requirements of this chapter and the reference manual. Inspections may be 
initiated as the result of a complaint, referral, a routine schedule for inspection, 
application for a business license, commencement of operations or if the 
administrator has reason to believe a violation exists. In the event an inspection 
results in the discovery of a violation, reinspection may occur to ensure 
compliance. 

C. Inspections may involve a review of facilities, equipment, structures, practices, 
operations, records and plans; interviews with operators; and photo 
documentation. A person shall allow the administrator at reasonable times and 
upon presentation of credentials, to: 
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1 .. Enter the premises where hazardous materials are being stored, handled, 
used or transported, or where records may be kept. A person shall make 
necessary arrangements to allow access to such premises or records without 
delay; 

2. Inspect any facilities, equipment, structures, practices and operations 
regulated by or required by this chapter and the reference manual; and 

3. Have access to and copy any records that must be available on the premises 
under the provisions of this chapter and the reference manual. 

D. The council delegates authority to make inspections for the purpose of 
enforcing the standards and requirements of this chapter and the reference 
manual to the administrator and any such person or entity as the administrator or 
the council may direct. (Ord. 1 2-2002 § 2) 

1 6.1 0.050 Violations, penalties, and enforcement. 

A. Violations - Penalties. 

1 .  It shall be unlawful to store, handle, use or transport hazardous materials in a 
manner contrary to the requirements of this chapter and the reference manual. 

2. The storage, handling, use or transport of hazardous materials in a manner 
contrary to this chapter or the reference manual is a public nuisance within the 
scope of FMC 8. 1 0. 020(1). 

3. Failure to submit a required report or failure to submit a complete report as 
required by FMC 1 6. 1 0. 020 and the reference manual shall be a violation. 

4. Failure to comply with the requirements of FMC 1 6. 1 0.040 relating to 
inspections shall be a violation. 

5. Failure to develop, obtain approval, or meet the requirements of an approved 
compliance plan required by this chapter and the reference manual shall be a 
violation. 

6. The penalty for any violation of this chapter shall constitute a fine not to 
exceed $1 ,000, with each day of violation constituting a separate offense. The 
penalties set forth in this section are in addition to and not in lieu of civil 
remedies. 

B. Enforcement. 

1 .  The administrator shall enforce the provisions of this chapter and the reference 
manual under FMC 8. 1 0. 070. The administrator may also enforce the provisions 
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of this chapter by taking any action authorized by law of this city, the state of 
Oregon, or the United States. 

2. Should a hazardous material be released, whether or not as a result of a 
violation or of a failure to correct a violation, the person and business responsible 
for such release shall be liable for all costs associated with cleaning up such 
release and the costs of any other action conducted to. ensure that the Columbia 
South Shore wellfield is protected from contamination. 

3. To the maximum extent practicable the city will work cooperatively with a 
person to achieve voluntary compliance with the requirements of this chapter and 
the reference manual. (Ord. 1 2-2002 § 2) 

1 6.1 0.060 Compliance required. 

Persons or businesses not already in compliance with the standards and 
provisions of this chapter and the reference manual when adopted or amended 
shall bring their operations into compliance within the timeframe established in 
the reference manual. (Ord. 1 2-2002 § 2) 

1 6.1 0.070 Building and site permit review and approval. 

Plans for site alterations, construction, alterations, repairs, or other work involving 
or affecting the storage, handling, use, transportation or containment of 
hazardous materials shall be reviewed and approved by the administrator prior to 
issuance of a permit for site work or a building permit. Review shall be for 
conformance with the requirements of this chapter and the reference manual. 
(Ord. 1 2-2002 § 2) 

1 6.1 0.080 Inspection fees. 

The council, by resolution, shall establish fees for the conduct of inspection, 
reinspection, permit review, reports, and other functions that may be undertaken 
by the city to administer or enforce this chapter. (Ord. 12-2002 § 2) 
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'ITY (Hearing/Speech Impaired) - (503) 661 -3942 
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www.ci.gresham.or.us 

April 10, 2006 

Mayor Tom Potter and Commissioners 
1220 SW Fifth A venue 
City of Portland 
Portland, Oregon 97204-1913 

Dear Mayor Potter and Commissioners: 
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I am writing on behalf of the City of Gresham in support of the ordinance brought before 
you by the Portland Water Bureau to request state certification of the Columbia South 
Shore Well Field Wellhead Protection Program. 

Gresham has been an active partner with Portland and other stakeholders in the 
development and implementation of the wellhead protection program. The wellhead 
protection area boundary extends into Gresham, and the City has historically purchased 
water from the Portland Water Bureau. For these reasons, Gresham has an interest in 
ensuring the success of the program. State ce1tification of the program is an important 
step for meeting that goal. 

Upon DEQ approval of the wellhead protection program, we expect that Portland will 
incorporate the well field delineation and program into its comprehensive plan as required 
by State Land Use Goal 5. The City of Gresham has previously adopted the program in 
code and has referenced that code in our own comprehensive plan. 

l look forward to many more years of collaboration to protec� shared drinking water 
sources, and am available to answer any questions concerning this letter of suppo1t. 

Dave Rouse 
Director 

cc: Rebecca Geisen .David o. Shaff 
Lynne Kennedy 
Bob Cochran 

Printed on recycled paper 
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April 3, 2006 

City of Portland 
Mayor and City Commissioners 
City of Portland 
1221 SW 4th Ave. 
Portland, OR 97204 

1300 NE VILLAGE ST., P.O. BOX 337 
F A I R V I E W , O R E G O N  9 7 0 2 4  
(503) 665-7929 FAX 666·0888 

RE: COLUMBIA SOUTH SHORE WELL FIELD PROTECTION AREA LETTER OF SUPPORT 
Dear Mayor Tom Potter and City Commissioners: 

The City of Fairview would like to take this opportunity to support the Resolution 
coming before you on April 19th directing the Portland Water Bureau to request state 
certification for the Columbia South Shore Well Field Wellhead Protection Program on 
behalf of the City of Portland, the City of Fairview, and the City of Gresham. 

The City of Fairview has adopted the Wellhead Protection Program through Resolution 
2-2003. The program is included in the City's June 2004 Updated Comprehensive Plan 
adopted through Ordinance 10-2004. 

· 

We the citizens of the City of Fairview feel very fortunate to work as partners with the 
City of Portland and City of Gre�ham to protect this very important natural resource. 
With the programs in place, the wellhead protection program will safeguard the aquifer 
for our citizens and the citizens served by the City of Portland Water Bureau. 

We appreciate the opporttinity to comment on this very important resolution. 

Mike Weatherby 
Mayor 
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Appendix C 

OHS Drinking Water Program Delineation Certification Letter 
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Uregon LI COPY 
John A. Kitzhaber;M.D., Governor 

March 19, 2004 

Doug Geller 
Groundwater Program Manager 
Portland Bureau of Water Works 
1 1 20 SW Fifth Avenue Rm 500 
Portland, Oregon 97204 

Department of Human Services 
Health Services 

Drinking Water Program 
442 A Street 

Springfield, OR 97477 
(54 1 )  726-2587 Ext. � I  

FAX (541 ) 726-2596 
TTY-Nonvoice (503) 731 -4031 

Re: OHS Drinking Water Program Delineation Certification # 0013 

Dear Mr. Geller: 

Under the Administrative Rules that apply to Or_egon's EPA-approved Drinking Water 
Protection Program, the Drinking Water Program of the Department of Human Services 
has the responsibility of certifying groundwater-derived drinking water protection areas 
in the State (see DEQ's OAR 340-40-1 80 (3)). This certification is granted after 
technical review assures that the submitted delineations meet minimum requirements 
for the system as outlined in DHS's OAR333-61 -057, and that the delineation is a 
hydrogeologically reasonable representation of the capture zone of the well or wellfield. 
The delineation of the capture zones for the City of Portland's Columbia South Shore 
Wellfield meet these requirements and is therefore granted certification #0013. 

The City of Portland's service population exceeds 1 0,000. As such, DHS's certification 
qualifies the delineated areas as a significa_nt groundwater resource for the purpose of -
State-Wide Planning Goal 5 (see LCDC's OAR 660-23-140). Doug White of DLCD 
[(503) 373-0083] can answer questions regarding state-wide planning goals. 

As you continue your efforts in developing your drinking water protection plan, the 
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality can provide technical assistance and 
guidelines. We appreciate the investment that the City of Portland is making on behalf 
of their drinking water resource. If you have any questions or comments, please contact 
me at 541-726-2587 or by email at donelson@oregonvos.net. 

Sincerely, 

ennis Nelson 
Groundwater Coordinator 

c: Sheree Stewart, DEQ 

"Assisting People to Become Independent, Healthy and Safe" 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 

IF YOU WOULD LIKE THIS IN ALTERNATE FORMAT, 
PLEASE CALL DENNIS NELSON AT 541 726-2587, EXT. 21 HSS 2001 (09/\)2) «? 
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Appendix H 

Stakeholder Group Representatives 
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Columbia South Shore Welltield Wellhead Protection Coordinating Committee 
Members 

,, ) 
· · ··•r. Jeff Sarvis 

Jlic Works Director 
City of Failview 
PO Box 337 
Fairview, OR 97024 
phone: 6 7 4-623 1 
Fa.x: 667-7866 
E-mail: sarvisj@ci.fairview.or.us 

Mr. Len Edwards 
Councilor 
Fairview City Council 
PO Box 213 
Fairview, OR 97024 
Phone: 665·7821 
Fax: 661-7173 
E-mail: 
Mr. Bob Storer 
Water Resource Coordinator 
City of Gresham 
Environmental Services 
1333 NW Eastman Parkway 
Orcsbam, OR 97030-3813 
Phone: 618-2634 

,, ��,x: 665-6825 l _ mail: storer@ci.gresham.or.us 

Mr. Dick Anderson 
Citizen-Gresham 
Gresham Planning 
Commission/Wilkes Fast NA 
2019 NB l67th Place 
Orcsbam, OR 97230-5668 
Phone: 251-2753(11) 886-0335(W) 
Fax: 
E-mail: richard_anderson@enron.net 

Mr. Dave Kliewer 
BES 
City of Portland • Environmental 
Services 
1 120 SW 5th Ave., 10th Floor 
Portland, OR 97204 

. 

Phone: 823-7096 
Fa.x: 
E-mail: davidk@ci.portland.or.us 
Mr. Thomas Dunne 
Citizen-Portland 
�ity Club - Professor Reed College 

203 Woodstock Blvd. 
'i'ortland, OR 97202-8199 

, ,&;nc: 777-7207 
·- Fa.x: 788-6M3 

E-mail: duncc@.rced.edu 

Mr. Scott Kranz 
Member 
Columbia Corridor Association 
7477 SW Tech Center Drive 
Portland, OR 97223-8025 
Phone: 639-3400 
Fax: 620-7892 
E-mail: skranz@agraus.com 

Ms. Morgan Rider 
CSWC Member 
CSWC - LSI Logic 
23400 NE Glisan St. MIS R-21 1 
Gresham. OR 9703o-841 l 
Phone: 618-4755 
Fax: 618-4S60 
E-mail: mrider@lsil.com 

Mr. Dave Hendricks 
Manager 
Multnomah County Dralnage District 
1880 NE Elrod Drive 
Portland, OR 97211  
Phone: 281-5675 
Fax: 281-0392 
Email:dhendricks@mddl.lnvolved.co 
m 

Mr. Gerry Meyer 
Land Services Division 
Port of Portland 
POBox 3529 
Portland, OR 97208 
Phone: 944-7000 
Fax: 
E-mail: 

Ml. Shette Stewart 
Drinking Water Protection Program 
Coordinator 
Otegon Department of Environmental 
Quality 
811  SW Sixth Avenue 
Portland, OR 97204-1390 
Phone: 229-5413 
Fa.x: 229-6037 
E-mail: 
stewart.sheree@deq.state.or.us 

Mr. Dave Brown 
President 
Interlachen PUD 
1030 NW Corporate Drive 
Troutdale, OR 97060 
Phone: 796-7690 
Fax: 796-7691 
E-mail: dbrown@northwestcom 

Mr. Mike McKillip 
Chair 
Water Manager's Advisory Board 
PO Box 396 
Tualatin, OR 97062-0369 
Phone: 692-2000 x.1 10 
Fa.x: 692-5421 
E-mail: mmckillip@ci.tualatin.or.us 

Project Staff: 
Mr. Bruee Niss 
Project Manager 
City of Portlaud - Water Bureau 
1001 SW 5th Ave, Ste 450 
Portland, OR 97204-1390 
Phone: 823-7501 
Fax: 823-7269 
E-mail: bniss@ci.portland.or.us 
Padaose Business Association 
Phone: 
Fax: 
E-mail: 

Mr. Vaughn Brown 
Public Involvement Consultant 
1eannc Lawson Associates 
l l  10 SE Alder, Suite 30 l 
Portland, OR 97214 
Phone: 235-5881 
Fax: 230-4877 E-mail: vbrown@ilainvolve.com 

Ms. Kristen Kibler 
Public Involvement Assistant 
Jeanne Lawson Associates 
1110 SE Alder, Suite 301 
Portland, OR 97214 
Phone: 235-5881 
Fax: 230-4877 
E-mail: kkibler@jlainvolve.com 
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Business and Industry Group 

Interested Businesses, Developers and Industries 

• Albertsons 
• Automobile Service Association of Oregon 
• Boeing Portland 
• Cascade Corporation 
• Cushman and Wakefield 
• Danner Shoe Manufacturing 
• Miller Paint 

• NACCO 
• Ossey Patterson Co. 
• Panattoni Development Co. 
• QPM Aerospace 
• RR Donnelley Norwest, Inc. 

Interested Governmental Entities 

• Port of Portland 
• Portland Development Commission 

Interested Business Associations 

• Columbia Corridor Association 
H-2 
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Appendix I 

Public Outreach Materials 

• CSSW WPP brochure for businesses 

• Workshop announcement for businesses regarding program requirements 

• Informational brochure on program requirements and public meeting 
announcements 

• CSSW WPP street sign 

• Public information and outreach brochure 

• 2006 outreach brochure to businesses 

• 2007 outreach brochure to businesses 

• Aquifer Adventure event announcement 

• CSWC outreach program highlights 2006-2007 

• Slough School highlights 2006-2007 
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For assistance contact: 
Columbia 
Corridor 
Association 
6627 NE 82nd Avenue 

Suite 102 

PO Box 55651 

Portland, OR 97238 

Phone 503-287-8686 

Fax 503-287-0223 

Cr · Collier 

E: � Director 
corr..1\!::f!columblacorrldor.org 

C·:J 

Columbia South Shore Well Field 
Wellhead Protection Program 1-1 

What is our goal? 
To prevent hazardous materials or fuels from 
contaminating Portland's backup drinking water 
supply seNing 790.000 people in the region. 

Who is affected? 
Business, industry and agriculture that use or store 
over certain amounts of hazardous chemicals within 
the well field boundary covering portions of Portland, 
FaiNiew and Gresham. Residents are asked to help 
by using household chemicals responsibly. 

Which chemicals are regulated? 

GOVEAHM.lHT 
� 

Liquid solvents, especially chlorinated solvents, fuels, carcinogens, hazardous wastes and other 
regulated chemicals. Products like degreasers, cleaners, acids, fuel, and corrosives when present over 
a threshold amount ranging from I O  to 50 gallons. Users that have Jess than these amounts may not 
be affected by the regulation. Compliance might be as simple as reducing quantities on hand. 

What are the new regulations? 
The program controls the handling, transport. and storage of hazardous chemicals to prevent releases 
to groundwater. It requires operational & structural measures such as: 
• Store and transfer chemicals in clean areas with secondary containment, 

using best management practices. 
• Have a pollution prevention team. 

• Transport, load or unload chemicals with spill response systems including 
signage, paved access areas, drainage controls and other means of 
preventing releases from reaching soil, surface water, or groundwater. 

What do you need to do? 

one gallon of TCE 
{a solvent commonly 
used to clean metal 
partsJ can foul 
292,000,000 gallons 
of drlnl<lng water. 

Determine if you have enough hazardous material or fuel to be subject to regulation, 
then contact CCA for technical assistance. Fire inspectors will conduct inspections. 

When do you need to do it? 
New developments require immediate compliance. The phase-in for existing 
businesses is: 

June 2005: Small container material storage areas must be addressed. 

June 2006: Large container storage and loading docks must be in compliance. 

June 2007: Tanks and rail car load/unload operations must be in compliance. 

June 2008: Transportation routes must be paved and contained. 

What about exemptions? 

A drop ot'l 

prevention Is i.iorth 
a gallon of cure. 

There are 1 7  exempted materials or activities such as materials prepackaged for retail sale, furnace oil, 
non-routine maintenance, and construction - please carefully review the requirements. 

Who do I tallc to? 
The Portland Water Bureau administers the program, funded through water user fees. 
Call 503-823-7493 or visit www.portlandonline.com/water/. 
Portland and Gresham Fire Departments are responsible for inspections and enforcement. 

The Columbia Corridor Association provides technical business outreach and help. Contact 
CCA at 503-287-8686 or www.columbiacorridor.com/WellfieldProgram. 
For detaJed program requirements, p!ease refer to the Reference Manual, wh!ch can he obtained from the sources above. 
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Questions? 

Upcoming Workshop: 
Meeting the Requirements for the 
Columbia South Shore Well Field 
Well Head Protection Program 

Tues. August 23rd, 3:00 p.m. 
Presentation on how to meet the 

· protection program requirements at 
3:00. 
Staff available until 5:00 p.m. to 
answer individual questions. 

Multnomah ESD 
11611 NE Ainsworth Cir. 
Portland 

Columbia Corridor Assn. 
503-287-8686 
Portland Water Bureau 
503-823-7493 

The Columbia South Shore Well Field is home to Portland's seasonal and back up 
drinking water supply. The Well Head Protection Program has been set up to make 
it as easy as possible for businesses to comply with regulations to protect this 
resource with minimal cost. This workshop offers assistance in understanding and 
following the regulations. 

It is likely that your business falls under the Well Head Protection Program 
requirements and is responsible for meeting the Phase 1 regulations which include 
having procedures in place for storage and transfer of chemicals. Phase 1 
enforcement began on July 1st, · 

The workshop will include a presentation about how to comply with protection 
program regulations, time to ask technical staff questions, and suggestions for how 
to get needed equipment at reduced prices. Please, come even if only to get a simple 
question answered. Drop in between 3:00 to 5:00 pm. 

For more information, call Corky Collier at 503.287.8686 or visit: 
www.columbiacorridor.org/wellfield/wf.htm 
http: //www.portlandonline.com/water /index.cfm ?&c= 29890 
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Columbia South 
Shere Wellfield 

Cities of Fairview, · Gresham and Portland ' 

What businesses are regulated by the program? 
The regulations affect businesses within the protection area 
(see map inside) that use, handle, store or transport any of 
these substances in quantities that are greater than; 

• 10 gallons ol halogenated solvents 
• 30 gallons ol hazardous wastes 
• 50 gallons ol carcinogenic, toxic or 

petroleum based fuel material 

What are the requirements? 
Regulated operations wil l  be required to submit annual 
chemical inventory reports and provide on-site chemical 
containment. Firms must have equipment and/or devices 
in place to prevent spil ls from reaching storm drains. A 
Wellfield Reference Manual with requirements, chemical 
lists and maps will be available to help you understand and 
meet your responsibilities. The manual is available online at 
www.water.ci.portland.or.us. Go to the "What's New" pull 
down menu and choose Groundwater Protection Program. 

How long do I have to comply 
with the protection requirements? 
Beginning July 2003, existing businesses will have frorn 
2 to 5 years to come into full compliance. This includes 
srnal! businesses such as auto repair and salvage services, 
dry cleaners, and photo processing i f  you use, store, handle 
or transport more than the target chemical volumes. 

Newly constructed business sites and modifications of 
existing facilities will be required to be in compliance before 
beginning operations. 

Whal help is available to assist me 
in meeting program requirements'? 
Technical assistance is available for existing small businesses. 
The Oregon Department of Environmental Quality and 
business-industry representatives are exploring ways to 
help newly regulated operations comply with protection 
requirements. Contact Laurie Cox (DEQ) at 503-229-5058 
for more information. 

How will the rules be enforced? 
The protection program requirements are heavily modeled 
after the Uniform Fire Code regulations governing the 
handling, use and storage of hazardous materials. Because 
of this similarity, inspection and enforcement will be handled 
by the Portland Fire Bureau within the Portland city limits 
and the Gresham Fire Department in Gresham, Fairview 
and unincorporated Multnomah County. 

When will the new protection program take effect? 
Fairview, Gresham and Portland must consider and formally 
adopt the program before It takes effect In each jurisdiction. 
Fairview City Council will begin their review on October 1 6, 
2002. Gresham's City Council Initiates its review on October 
22, 2002 and Portland City Council will begin their review In 
November or December 2002. Because Gresham does not 
currently have a program in place, new requirements are 
expected to take effect In January 2003. Revised programs 

. in Fa!rview and Portland will become effe.ctive July 2003. 



Groundwater -
A Valuable Community Resource 

. Water evaporates continuously, forming clouds and 
returning to the earth as precipitation to replenish our 
precious fresh water supply. This endless circulation 
system, known as the hydrologic cycle, is as old as time. 

The rainfall that soaks into the ground rather than draining 
immediately to lakes, rivers and streams becomes ground
water, Water stored beneath the ground is an invisible -
and significant - part of the hydrologic cycle. 

Most of the earth's freshwater supply is warehoused 
underground. In fact, groundwater makes up more than 
213 of our planet's total freshwater supply. Nearly 30 times 
a s  much water is stored underground than in lakes and 
streams. 

Aquifers are underground areas for water storage. Space 
between silt, sand, gravel, or fractured rock capture and 
hold water - more like a sponge than an underground lake, 
less porous material typically separates aquifers. These are 
called confining un'its, Aquifers lay across each other under
ground, separated by confining units. 

Eas! WdlHe-\d (EWF) 

Groundwater doesn't just sit there. It flows. Gravity and 
pressure move water sideways and u p  and down, The 
movement can be very slow - a few feet a year, Pumping 
groundwater through wells can affect bo!h tho speed and 
direction of flow. 

Passage through the soil  can clean groundwater, filtering 
.out microorganisms and particles by attaching some of 
them to clay soil as the water percolates through. Water can 
also dissolve and mobilize contaminants in or on the 
ground. These substances may contaminate an aquifer, 
Once contaminated, groundwater can be difficult to reclaim 
as safe drinking water. 

Sponsored by: 
Portland Water Bureau 
Dan Saltzman - Commissioner in Charge 

Gresham' s'tormwa!er Dlvlsl6n 
Dave Roose _: Director Environmental services 

Fairview ?�bi le Works . 
Bob Cochran - Director Public Works 

1-4 
Adopting the New Protection Program 
During the coming months, the cities of Gresham, Fairview 
and Portland wil l  be conducting formal reviews leading to the 
adoption of a new CSSW Groundwater Protection Program. 
To help interested citizens prepare for those reviews the cities,� 
Columbia Corridor Association and the Columbia Slough ( 
Watershed Council are jointly sponsoring public workshops 
and open houses to discuss the proposal wilh interested 
community.members. 

Protection Program Public Workshops 
Business & Industry Workshops co-hosted by the cities and the 
Columbia Corridor Association: 
October 1 7, 2002 
8:00 ta 1 0 :00 AM OR 5:00 to 8:00 P M  
Gresham City Hall Conference Center 
1 333 NW Eastman Parkway 

Residents and Interested Citizens Workshops hosted by the 
cities and the Columbia Slough Watershed Council 
October 8, 2002 
6:00 to 8:00 P M  
Fairview City Council Chambers 
1300 NE Village Street 

October 24, 2002 
6:00 to 8:00 P M  
Parkrose ·High School 
1 2003 NE Shaver 

For information on getting involved contact: 

Gresham: Carrie Pak at 503-61 8-2583 or 
email carrie,pak@cLgresham.or.us 

Fairview: Bob Cochran at 503·665-9320 or 
email cochranb@ci.fairview.or.us 

Portland: Rosemary Menard at 503-823-7792 or 
email rmenard@water.ci.portland.or.us 

Neighborhood & Community Presentations 
If your group would like a presentation please contact: 
Kate lealherbarrow at 503-823-5351 or 
email kieatherbarrow@water.ci,portland.or.us 

Log On for more information 

( ) 

Details of the program proposal can be found by visiting the 
Portland Water Bureau's web site at 
W\W1.water.ci.portland.or.us. Go to the "What's New" pull down 
me.nu and click on Groundwater Protection Program. 

Much of the land 
over the CSSW 
groundwater is 
being converted 
to business and 
in.dustrial use, 
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What w CROUNDWATER? 
Groandwm:er ii a hidden ft:IOU1'Ce th2t' aupp1ies drinking 
watcr to almmt ·so% of .Amerlcma. It'. Uo a citical U8Ct 
!or indusuy and irrigation. If you're not up on gwamloo-dmitwaay.Moot p<OpJ. lmow lialc ohom it, lct=doacwhyit'1 importmtor how to protec:tit. 
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Why w CROUNDWATER Important? 
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What w the CROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROCRAM? 
}mt like oar m.n, ooz gromdwater """' be p.........i. The 
Gitko of - G...bom ...i Portland, oloog -
"!''-'" - ......... ...i m.io...,. im. dcodoped the 
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.. or tnn11port cetWn chemicW, u well u groalsdtvatc:r 
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010 YOU KNOW THAT FAIRVIEW, 

GRESHAM ANO PORTLAND HAVE A 

PROGRAM TO PROTEcr C:ROUNO.. 

WATE:R IN YOUR AREA? PLEASE 

REVIEW THIS I NFORMATION TO 

LEARN HOW YOU O\N HELP KEE? OUR 

DRINKlNC WATER CLEAN ANO SAFE. 
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If you received this notice and use hazardous 

chemicals on-site over the threshold amount 

(which varies from 1 O to 50 gallons depending 

on the chemicals), chances are good that 

you are regulated under the Groundwater 

Protection Program (also known as.the 
Columbia.South Shore Wei/Field Wellhead 
Protection.Program), 
If you still have questions, please go�o 
portlandonline.com/waterfgroundwater 
or columbiacorridor.org/wellfield/wf.htm 
or call 503287.8686 or 503.823.7493. 

The Groundwater Protection Program 
is about protecting your drinking water 
supplywith the leastamo�rr; ?.f r.e.gu/aqon 
possible: Local b,usin��se� 'i<?r.kCd"';ith · 

the. Por ... ·.· .. tl .. a· . .  n .. d.· ... · .. ·. · .. m ... a·.···t·e· .. r. B .. . ure·.·a .. u. '. G�. es.ham. . 
.· ·. '.· .. ·• 

Fairyiewandotherstcdceholder�to creat� 
a progr� ·thatis easy .�Q i!f!pleme.nt•·Ctnfi 
i.nexp�i/sive • tOOperat�. 
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Announcing a FREE Workshop for Business 

on the Groundwater Protection Program -

WEDN ESDAY • MAY 24, 2006 
DETAILS INSIDE 

GROUNDWATER 
PROTECTION PROGRAM 
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Wednesday ., May 24, 2006 
Anytime between 3:00 and 5:00 pm 
Multnomah Education Service District 
1 1 61 1 NE Ainsworth Circle 
at the corner of Airport Way 
Portland, OR 97220 
No Registration Required 

We'll have an overview of program requirements at 
3:00 and then spend most of the time answering your 
questions. Drop by for a cup of coffee, snacks, and a 
FREE spill kit. Questions? Call 503.287.8686. 

Upcoming Requirements and Timelines 
June 30, 2006 -
This is the date that existing businesses must meet 
storage and loading and unloading requirements 
for hazardous materials and fuel. Come to the 
workshop to find out how to meet requirements 
and get free tec.hnical assistance. 

Annual Reports and Site Plans -

Have you submitted your HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 
INVENTORY REPORT and site plan yet? It's due 
every November. If you haven't sent it in, you're 
in violation of the Groundwater Protection 
regulations. You can send in the program form or a 
copy of your State Fire Marshall report. Forms can 
be downloaded at: www.portlandonline.com/ 
water/reportingforms 

How it Works 
The Portland Water Bureau coordinates 

the Groundwater Protection Program. 

The Gresham and Portland Fire Inspectors 
check to make sure your facilities are in 

compliance during routine fire inspections 

and complete permit and plan reviews. 

The Columbia Corridor Association is 

your liaison with the Portland Water Bureau 

and Fire Departments and the first place to 

call with questions and free technical advice. 

503.287 .8686 

111!ll�!!!IBI 
PHASE 1 
1. All Hazardous Material and Fuel Container 

Storage (small quantities)• 

2. All Intra-Site Hazardous Material and Fuel 
Transfer Operations 

PHASE 2 
1. All Hazardous Material and Fuel 

Container Storage (large quantities) 

2. Hazardous Material and Fuel Container 
Load/Unload Operations 

PHASE 3 
1. All Hazardous Material and Fuel Tank 

Management 

2. Hazardous Material and FuelTanker/Railcar 
Load/Unload Operations 

PHASE 4 
1. HazardousMaterialTransportation Routes 

and Public Underground Injection Control 
(UIO Sy�ems 

DEAOUNETQCOMPLYWITH REGUUTJON 

June 30, 2005 

June 30, 2006 

June 30, 2007 

June 30, 2008 

* For newfacifitfes, requirements apply at time of development 
"' Thresholds quantities vary by type of hazatd()(JS material 

Call for FREE Equipment 
Just about every business that is being 
regulated under the Groundwater Protection 
Program needs at 
least one spill kit. 

A spill kit is simply 
materials that are used 
to clean up a chemical 
spill: absorbent mats, 
absorbent socks, 
a trash bag and 
disposable gloves are 
the most important 
components. 

You can buy packaged 
spill kits or you can 
make your own. But the 
best way to get started 
is to ask us for a free one. 
Call Corky Collier at the 

Columbia Corridor Association at 503.287.8686 
or pick one up at the May 24'h Workshop. 

Need secondary containment pallets? 

We have a few free ones available. 

Signs that are required by 
groundwater protection 
regulations are available 
at no charge and will be 
available at the Workshop. 
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Wondering if you are 
regulated under the 
Groundwater Protection Program? 

If you received this notice and use 

hazardous chemicals on-site over the 

threshold amount (which varies from 

1 0  to 50 gallons depending on the 

chemicals), chances are good that you 

are regulated under the Groundwater 

Protection Program. 

If you still have questions, please go to 

. portlandonline.com/water/groundwater 
or columbiacorridor.org/wellfield 
or call 503.287.8686 or 503.823.7 493. 

The Groundwater Protection Program 
is about protecting your drinking water supply. 

A drop of prevention 
is worth a gallon of cure. 

Columbia South Shore Well Field Groundwater Protection Program Boundary 

.,.......""' 
..... 

The City of Portland will make reasonable accommodation for people with 
disabilities. Please-notify us no less than five (5) business days prior to the 
event by phone 503;i8:J..3-7 404, by the city's mat 503-823-6868, or by the 
Oregon Reloy Ser( 'j-800-735-2900. 
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FREE luncheon Workshop 
for Businesses in the 

Groundwater Protection Program 

Meeting Requirements 
of the Groundwater 
Protection Program 

Tuesday 111 May 15, 2007 
1 1  :30am - 1 :30pm 

D E TA IL S  INSIDE 

�, 
I \_../ 



Meeting RequirementS of the 
Groundwater Protection Program 

Tuesday iil May 1 5, 2007 
1 1:30am to 1:30pm, Junchprovided 

Multnomah Education Service District 
1 1 61 1 NE Ainsworth Circle 
at the corner of Airport Way · 

Portland, OR 97220 
RSVP appreciated, but not required 

The workshop will focus on how to meet 
· program requirements. Technical experts will 

be on hand to answer your questions. Please 
join us for lunch. For questions or to RSVP 
call 503.287.8686. 

Upcoming Requirements and Timelines 
June 30, 2007 -
This is the date that existing businesses must 
meet requirements for fuel tanks and storage of 
hazardous materials. Come to the workshop to 
find out how to meet requirements and get free 
technical assistance. 

Annual Reports and Site Plans -
Have you submitted your HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 
INVENTORY REPORT and site plan yet? It's due 
every November. If you haven't sent it in, you're 
in violation of the Groundwater Protection 
regulations. Forms can be downloaded at: 
www.portlandonline.com/water/reportingforms 

How it Works 
Ill The Portland Water Bureau coordinates 

the Groundwater Protection Program. 

Ill The Gresham and Portland Fire Inspectors check 
to make sure your facilities are in compliance during 
routine fire inspections and complete permit and 
plan reviews. 

· Ill The Columbia Corridor Association is your 
liaison with the Portland Water Bureau and 
Fire Departments and the first place to call 
with questions and free technical advice. 
503.287 .8686 

-
1. All Hazardous Material and Fuel Co·ntainer 

Storage (small quantities)• 

2. All Intra-Site Hazardous Material and fuel 
Transfer Operations 

1.  All Hazardous Material and fuel 
Container Storage (large quantities) 

2. Hazardous Matertal and fuel Container 
Load/Unload Operations 

1.  All Hazardous Material and fuel Tank 
Management 

2. Hazardous Material and Fuel Tanker/Railcar 
load/Unload Operations 

1 .  Hazardous Material Transportation Routes 
and Public Underground Injection Control 
(UIC) Systems 

DEADUNETOCOMPJYWffH REGiJLATJON 

June 30, 2005 

June 30, 2006 

June 30, 2007 

June 30, 2008 

* For new facilities, requirements apply at time of develapment 

.. Thresholds quantities vary by type of hazardous material 
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Call for FREE Equipment 
Just about every 
business that is being 
regulated under the 
Groundwater Protection 
Program needs at least 
one spill kit. 

You can buy packaged 
spill kits or you can 
make your own. But the 
best way to get started 

is to ask us for a free one. Call Corky Collier at the 
Columbia Corridor Association at 503.287.8686 or pick 
one up at the May 1 5th Workshop. 
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Need secondary 
containment pallets 
or storm drain covers? 
We have a few free 
ones available. 

Signs are required by 
groundwater protection 
regulations and are 
available at no charge from 
the Columbia Corridor 
Association and will be 
available at the Workshop. 

Tired of Regulations? 
Come to the workshop and find out how you can 
avoid regulations by reducing your use of hazardous 
materials and learn more about alternative products. 
A drop of prevention is worth a gallon of cure • 



Aquifer Adventure ... 

Our mission: 
1-12 

To foster action to protect, enhance, restore and revitalize the Slough and its watershe<l 

Aquifer Adventure is a pirate-themed afternoon of canoe rides, treasure hunting, music and 
games. Treasure hunters search the woods and trails along the Columbia Slough for a 

· 

treasure that is not gold or silver but groundwater, a vital resource that flows under their 
feet. This annual event focuses on groundwater education, water conservation, and 
provides groundwater protection tips that can be implemented at home. Participants learn 
how to protect this important groundwater resource that serves as a supplemental and 
emergency drinking water supply to 700,000 people in the Portland Metropolitan area. Last 
year's Aquifer Adventure brought in 406 visitors which was record breaking attendance! 
We anticipate a similar, likely higher attendance for 2008. 

Visitors go home with a greater understanding of how their actions influence groundwater, 
and what responsible choices they can make to promote the protection of groundwater. We 
all depend on drinking water but aren't always aware of choices we can make to protect it. 
Plus, who doesn't enjoy a good pirate adventure?" 

Staff and Volunteers prepare for a day of 
adventure on the high Sloughs. 

Pirates eager to return to shore with their treasures 

Visitors load the vessels and depart for a 
great treasure hunt! 

' 
Friendly pirate battle entertains the crowds 

awaiting their departure for a canoe trip. 

1 
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Outreach Program Highlights 
2006-2007 
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2049 community members participated in CSWC programs! 
Cyclists brave the 

pouring rain at Cycle 
the Well Field 

Evening Canoe the 
Slough participants set 

off into the evening 

Enthusiastic and 
dedicated staff 
and volunteers 

make CSWC 
events possible. 

Thank you! 

Explorando visitors enjoy and document performances 

Outreach Highlights 
• Explorando brought 270 visitors with 202 people who 

went out on the Slough for canoe rides! 
• May's Evening Canoe the Slough filled every seat on 

each boat ( 42 participants total)! 
• Despite the rainy forecast and downpours, Cycle the 

Well Field attracted 20 adventuresome bicyclists! 
• Brunch with the Birds offered a new twist to Soup on 

the Slough, attracting birders of all ages who could 
easily have skipped the lunch and kept on bird 
watching, 

CSWC Events 

CSWC Regatta 
Soup on the Slough - On the Road 
Aquifer Adventure 
Hazardous Waste Clean-Up 
Groundwater 101 
Awards Celebration 
Soup on the Slough 
Slough 101 
Brunch with the Birds 
Wetlands 101 
Canoe the Slough 
Cycle the Well Field 
Explorando 

Additional Outreach 

Naturehood Festival 
Concordia Neighborhood Assoc, Mtg 
Cully Neighborhood Assoc, Mtg 
Childrens Clean Water Festival 
Gresham Earth Day Festival 
Cully Neighborhood Assoc, Mtg 
Migratory Bird Festival 
WIFF Paddle @ New Columbia 
Willamette River Trail Dedication, 
Vancouver Sturgeon Festival 

Total Contacts made during 06-07 

# Contacts 

425 
16 

317 
100 
26 
177 
12 
1 8  
1 8  
14 
42 
20 

270 

# Contacts 
75 
31 
72 

125 
50 
41 
55 
1 0  
80 
55 

2049 
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2006 Regatta Paddlers 
enjoy the Upper Slough 

Active learning takes 
place at Slough 101 

Happy staff at the end 
of canoe Week! 

Ballet Folklorico finds a 
dry spell to perfonn at 

Explorando 

Community Partners 
Alder Creek Kayak and Canoe 

The Boeing Company 
City of Gresham - Watershed Management Division 
City of Portland - Bureau of Environmental Services, 

Por1land Parks & Recreation, 
& Portland Water Bureau 

Columbia Sportswear 
Dynea OVertays 

East Multnomah Soil & Water Conservation District 
Multnomah County Drainage District No, 1 

Multnomah County Sheriffs Office 
Owens-Illinois 

Point West Credit Union 
Port of Portland 

Willamette River Fun(d) of the Oregon Community Foundation 
Verde 

620 AM  KPOJ 



Future teachers from OSU receive 
instruction at Whitaker Ponds 

A student group gets some hands-on 
experience with a community watershed 

map on the North Portland MAX line 

�"!£;:: 
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Slough School Highlights 
2006-07 

Slough School Contacts for FY 2006-07: 

• 4,886 Student Contacts 
• 625 Teacher & Adult Contacts 
• 37 Different Schools Involved 
• S School Districts 
• 85.S Volunteer Hours 
• 676 Native Shrubs and Trees Planted 

Highlights: 

• Canoe the Slough 2006 brought 175 students on the water 
• Canoe trip & science resources to 23 pre-se1Vice teachers 
• Fourteen alternative high school students traioed as 

mentors for elementary student tree plaotings 
• Partnered with Portland State University on program 

assessment project 
Funding Sources: 

• Oregon Watershed Enhaocement Board 
• Metro Nature in Neighborhood Program 
• City of Gresham StormwaterDivision 
• City of Fairview 
• City of Portland Water Bureau 

Community Partners: 

Students explore the 
Columbia Slough from the 

water 
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City of Portland's Clean Rivers Education, Portland Parks & 
Recreation, City of Gresham, Metro, Portland Water Bureau, 
Multnomah Youth Cooperative, Watersbed Investment Fund 

Slough School students collect some tree 
planting advice from a teen mentor 

Slough School is an educational program of the Columbia Slough Watershed Council, created to provide hands-on programs for students to learn about the 
history and ecology of the watershed and its organisms as well as human impacts on the area. Slough School engages K-12 students throughout the watershed in 
science education and service-learning projects in an effort to raise awareness of the watershed while empowering youth as active, engaged citizens. 

� 
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